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PRESIDENT WILSON WILL PLACE
SIGNATURE UPON

LEGISLATION

back with severe losses. The fight
ing had not, become general when the
.
refugees left.
JUDGE

Speaker Clark and Vice President Marshall
Sign the Measure this Afternoon

IN

CITY EDITION

luSPIjCY

no promise of Immunity or any favors in return for his sweeping admissions. He added, though, that the
National Erectors'
association had

DAVIS' STORY TO

NOT SCARED

O'CLOCK

Debate, Some of Which Was Not Entirely Harmon- ious- - Imports to Be Admitted at an Average
of 26 Per Cent

1913.

ACT8

Seattle. Wash., Oct. 3, jArroed dep
uty .sheriffs guarded the court room
of Superior Judge John B. Humphries
today when court convened." The
AT .9
Judge said that two notes had been
sent him threatening to deliver an infernal machine to him in the court
rcom. Apparently 'Judge Humphries
was as determined as ever to sentence
to hard labor the men' and women
who defied his authority to issue injunctions. He read a statute which he
said expressly forbade Judge Everett
Smith, another superior court judge,
from releasing on habeas corpus any
ARE INVITED TO BE PRESENT contempt prisoners.
PROMINENT
A meeting of all the superior Judges was held at noon, to consider the
disposition of cases that come to other
Executive Arranges for a Parly of Friends lo Witness Final Action departments from Judge Humphries'
court. The first case docketed was
on First Democratic Tariff Bill Passed in Nearly Iwenty Years
that of Mrs. Ella Price, wife of Millard Price, a socialist street speaker.
Agreement of Conferees Comes After Many Weeks of

REDUCING DUTIES

3,

PLAY A VITAL

what he could havo earned at his
trade, about $5 a day. Part of this
money Is going to Davis' wife, who
ART
lives here.
Davis told Deteofive Robert Foster,
who arrested him, that several times
IN THE APPEAL CASES OF CONwhile he was at work in recent
VICTED Iron workers'
months, three beams dropped near
him
"and just before he gave himself
OFFICIALS
up in Pittsburgh a big piece of steel
from above grazed him by inches.
SHOWS CONSPIRACY EXISTS This convinced him that the union
wanted to get rid of him because it
feared he would turn traitor.
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DEEP CONCERN IS
THE WELFARE

FELT FOR

OF THE MEASURE
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WHO SECURED

THE CURRENCY

Senate Does Not Seem Disposed to Act
Soon Upon the Administration Bill

CON-

FESSION

SAYS HE IS NOT
HOUNDING UNION

TRIED TO

REGULATING

A

PRINCE

COMING
Stockholm, Sweden, Oct. 3. Crown
Prince "TTustave Adolph of Sweden, it

WILSON

HOLDS

MANY

LONG

CONFERENCES

is

KILL

THEIR

ADMITTED

announced, Intends to y'sit the
exposition at San The President Calls in Leading Members of the Upper Branch
Francisco In 1915 and afterward to
the Legislative Body Solons, Anxious, to Get Away from
make a tour of the United States.
SAYS
Are

TOOL

Panama-Pacifi-

DYNAMITER
SEVERAtL TIMES HIS LIFE
WAS IN DANGER

c

FLIES HEAD DOWNWARD
Lille, France, Oct. 3. Lieutenant
Poulet of the French army flying
corps, today followed the example of

DISTRICT JUDGE REMOVED
VVashington, Oct. 3. President WilNew York, Oct. 3. vVhat use will
son today removed Judge Cornelius D.
be
made of the confession of George the airman Pegoud by flying head
Murane, United States district Judge
at Nome, Alaska. Attorney General Davis, union iron worker and dyna-- downward for several seconds In his
McReynolds, by direction of the pres- miter, depends largely on the outcome aeroplane.
ident, requested the resignation of of the cases of Frank M. Ryan and
FIRE IN BROOKLYN
Judge Murane several weeks ago and other officers of the International Asbf
sociation
.
New
Oct. 3. Fire broke out
and
Structural
York,
Bridge
the latter refused1 to resign until next
Iron Workers, now on appeal in the in Plymouth church, Brooklyn, causJune. It Is said at the

of

Washington,
Expected to Let the Act Drop While
Committee Which
They Take a Short Vacation
Has Been Considering the Legislation May Be
Dismissed

1

Washington, Oct. 3 The house
agreed to the tariff bill conference
at 1:22 o'clock today, constifinal action of that body on
the
tuting
the tariff bill.
Speaker Clark overruled all points
of order made by members. He contended that further action by the
house was not necessary.
Vice President Marshall signed the
bill at 1:34 o'clock.
Speaker Clark immeditely afterwards signed the bill, affixing his signature at 1:25 o'clock. Cheers and
applause greeted the final action of
"""
the house.
The completed bill was sent on its
way to the senate for the signature
of the vice president, when it will
be ready for transmision to the White
House, where the president will sign
it at 9 o'clock tonight.
To Witness the Ceremony.
President "Wilson, after a conference with administration leaders early
today, planned to sign the ,tariff bill
at 9 o'clock tonight. Arrangements
for ceremonies to attend the final act
in the prolonged1 tariff legislation
were made by the president as soon
as it seemed assured that the measure would reach him some time today.
Invited by the president to witness
the signing of the measure were
Chairman Underwood and members
of 1he ways and means committee,
Chairman Simmons and members of
the finance committee, Vice President
Marshall, President Pro Tempore
of
Clarke, and Majority Leader Kern
the senate; Speaker Clark, members
of the cabinet and newspaper corre-

rt

'
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spondents..

President Wilson began work toat
day with the prospect of signing
refirst
the
9 o'clock
great
tonight
form measure of his administration
and the first democratic tariff
sion 1)111 passed in nearly a score of
years. Democratic leaders of the
house and senate had smoothed the
way for the last legislative step for
the approval of the bill.
There remaifts to secure the formal
action of the house in receding from
its cotton futures tax, amendment to
complete the tariff bill.
The tariff conference report completed by' the senate last night, was
ready for submission to the house as
soon as that body met. It was expected that it would Jje acted on and
the tariff bill sent to the president
before the end of the afternoon.

FOR INTERVENTION
BELIEVES
ZAMACONA
THIS
THE CAUSE OF GRIEF FOR
MEXICO
Manuel
D Zamacona, former Mexican ambassador to the United States, who was
sent to VVashington early in September by Provisional president Iluerta
to plead Mexico's case before President Wilson, returned here today. He
expects to leave for Mexico City to
night, where he will probably report
personally to the Mexican president
""'''
the failure of his mission.
Zamacona made no attempt to conceal his pessimism. He professes to
believe that his country's ills are due
to the machinations of a group of

department

of justice that the removal was made federal courts.
Walter rew, counsel
for the good of the service.

QELRICHS

DENIES

Vera Cruz, Mexico, Oct. 3.

STABBING

CHARGE

WEALTHY YOUNG MAN SAYS THE
GIRL'S STORY IS RIDICULOUS HOAX
New York, Oct. 3. Young Herman
Oelrichs remained in seclusion today,
declining to discuss the charge made
by Lucile Singleton, daughter of a
Texas' mining man, that he had stabbed her on Tuesday night last just
before the automobile in which they
were riding crashed into a tree. He
repeated what they had said yesfer-repatewhat they had said yesterday and last night, "that tne stabbing
charge was ridiculous. They were
equally emphatic in stating that no
attempts had been made to "hush the
matter up" and that no offers of
money settlement to the girl had been

Americans, determined to precipitate
intervention. Friends of Zamacona
say that he was deeply chagrined at
not being received in Washington, but
Zamacona himself persists in, saying
it was not expected that he would
see either Secretary of State Bryan
or President Wilson.
The vessel on which Zamacona re-- '
turned to Vera Cruz brought also 40
or would be made.
Americans.
The girl kept to her room today,
Piedras Negras Retaken
awaiting the arrival of her father
Piedras' Negras, dct. 3. The con- from Dallas, Texas.
stitutionalists again occupied Piedras
JNegras, once their provisional capital, at the return from the front today
of 300 troops under Colonel Herrera.
The neutral government1 formed Wed'
nesday to control the' city after the
BY
evacuation of the military, remains
";
in charge, however.
OF
Conflicting rumors still come frum
Peyotes, where federals and constitutionalist armies face each other, tne
New York, Oct. 3. Hans Sclmidt,
latest being that Uie federals gradually are pushing their opponents back. the priest who murdered Anna iumul-ler- ,
The constitutionalists claim to have
became frenzied today at tie. coroner's inquest into the death (of lis
repelled the federals.
Numerous reports of filibustering victim, rose from his seat, ripjied
plans and attempts at 'gun running" from' his neck the rosary he haa wcrn.
have redoubled the vigilance of Amer- ever since his incarceration, .tore it
ican troops along the border. Though into many bits and hurled (heinj it
Piedras Negras is controlled by a neu- the newspaper reporters sitting alt
tral council, cries o "Viva Huerta" a dozen steps away.
this morning caused a death sentence
The jury found him responsible for
j
to be passed on a federal sympathizer. !ho sirl's death.
The intercession cf W- W. Vaughn an
District Attorney Whitman expiiss-eAmerican engineer long a. resident of
the positive conviction today hat
Piedras Negras, saved his life, but Hans Schmidt is sane.- Schmidt H'l
";e placed on trial for the murdr of
he was roughly handled by constitutionalist soldiers.
tin a Aumnller, whom, he slow aj'she
slept, dismembered and sank in! the
Federals Repulsed at Santa Rosalia Hudson river on September 2 lasj.
Mr. Whitman's opinion, it. is uder-stooEl Paso, Tex., Oct. 3. Colonel Juan
is based on the conclusihs of
N. Vasquez, federal commander in
Juarez, was without official informa- the four alienists who have exaiined
tion concerning the Santa Rosalia Schmidt in the Tombs at Mr Whitman's behest. Their formal Report
battle this niorniirg, although the telegraph lines are working to Chihua- will be made soon.
Schmidt's outburst of temperbecur- hua.
Refugees arriving today tell of the red in the presence of a jury milfirst day's fighting on Tuesday They lionaires empaneled to condct the
j
say that 300 federals sent by Castro inquest
to reconnoiter were surprised by
Tho verdict was quickly fodd. It
i
rebeld in the outskirts and driven follows:
d

!

TODAY IN CONGRESS

Washington, Oct. 3. Senate: Took
up urgent
deficiency appropriation
bill.
Vice president signed the bill.
House:
Agreed to tariff bill conference report as submitted from the
senate.
Speaker Clark signed
p. m.
Adjourned

Tuesday.

at 1:55

bill at 1:25

p. m.

until noon
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sociates," he said, "to have followed
the union furt ef would have been
Hut under the circurn-- g
hounding.
up the case became
stances, Tollow
a necessity and could not be classed
Davis' confession
as. persecutioii.
showed clearly hat the dynamite con-iexistence. All tne
spirttcy wa's at ill
mou convicledj in TuiTiauapolis are
being paid $30 ;.a week by the union
wlether 12 TTTson or out.'
According to.' Drew Davis received
n

.

SCHMIDT IS HELD TO BE THE 11URDE

4 CONNER'S JURY OF MILLIONAIRES

'

AIA AUI1LER, IIOSE

d

-

4l

for the National Erectors'
association, whose
pursuit resulted in the arrest of Davis
here, said today that if Ryan and his
associates gained a new trial Davis'
revelations! would be the government's most formidable weapon.
Drew intonated that the arrest of
Davis and 0 M try. Jones, .secretary
and treasurer, of the iron workers'
union, did nott end the task of the
erectors' association. Jones, according to Davis, did much of the office
work in connection with the dynamiting of a dozen bridges and steel
frame building in the east. Davis
was the man in, the field.
Drew insisted! that his association
had no desire rtthlessly to persecute
the union.
"If the dyuatiite plot had ended

Washington, Oct. 3. The situation
curconfronting the administration
SULZER CONFIDENT
rency bill in the senate has become a
matter of deep concern to President
Wilson and members of the senate,
OF PUBLIC SUPPOST who
favor early action on the bill.
one
is
church
The
$0,000
ing
damage.
Four members of the senate bankGreater New
of the most famous-- fh
York and its pulpit was once occupied IMPEACHED GOVERNOR OF NEW ing and currency committee have
tried to devise a plan for hastening
YORK
PREPARES STORY
by Henry Ward Beecher.
on the bill but they have not
action
FOR THE COURT
decided finally what course to follow,
if the full committee refuses to reEIGHT DROWNINGS
Albany, N. Y., Oct. 3. Judge D.
the bill back to the senate.
Cady Merrick, chief counsel for Gov port
Chairman Owen and Senators Pom- ernor Sulzer, who has been silent re
Ilollis and Shairoth have
garding the plans of the defense. erene,
tonaiinc ' wbieii
went a step farther today by going
soon
after
the .visit of Senators
into retirement.
Senator Harvey D. began
Owen
and
to the
AfRE
Shafroth
Whit
STREAMS,
HOWEVER,
Hinman, who will make the opening
TO RECEDE; LOUISaddress for the governor Monday, House early in the week. It is understood that Senators
IANA HAS TROUBLE
Hitchcock,
locked himself in his hotel room.
The governor continued work on O'Gorman and Reed, the fine? other
Dallas, Tex., Oc. 3. With scores his own story. While he is consult- democratic members of the seriate
of flooded streams in southern Texas ing counsel on it, ho is insisting that committee, have thus far refused to
receding no reports of additional loss he be permitted to make the fullest agree to any plan cr immediate acof life had been received early today. statement.
The strain of the long tion on the bill.
It was estimated that $14,000,000 trial Is telling on the governor and Several tentative plans for fo.n-th- e
measure on the attention of fh,
iproperty loss would stand practically sometimes he expresses the wish that
unchanged. Eight drownings have the whole fight was over. Not that sonata have been considered by adminThese, include a
been reported.
he is afraid of the result, but rather istration leaders.
to
the senate comproposal
discharge
because the tension is so great and
mittee from further consideration of
Boats Tor Transportation
the work is so hard.
Lake Charles, La., Oct. 3. Flood
"But now I am in the fight," he the bill, thus bringing it before the
conditions continued to improve here said to a friend, "and I am foing on full senate and tho alternate possibtoday. Calcascue river and lake were to the end, let come what will. I am ility of having a democratic caucus
slowly receding. Business in the city, going to tell my story in my own lake up the problem.
in both cases, ho.vever, tho friend
however, still is practically suspend- way. Mine will be an astounding nared. Beats arc the only means cf rative auu when I have completed it or (lifl administration bill recognize
transportation in many parts of the and the whole truth of the manner in tbat feutiment is divided on the demtown.
The heaviest loss from the which political bosses have tried to ocratic side on many provisions of
flood will fall on the rice crop.
coerce aud failed is known, every de- the measure. It is believed that 'an
cent man and woman in this stale will exodus of senators from Washington
be with me, despite what the im- will follow the signing cf tho tariff
bill and that any contemplated actios
peachment court may do."
Involving the full democratic strength
of the senate will be withheld for
MINER STILL ENTOMBED
Centralia, Pa., Oct. 3. It was esti- several weeks.
Tho senate committee today con-- C
mated by the Lehigh Valley Coal
to hear members of delegation.
tinued
company officials this morning that
of the south, and tb
10 or 12 feet of solid anthracite coal of
HE CUT
remains to be cut. away before res- middle west 'discuss the administracuers will be able to reach Thomas tion bill.
Edwin McMorries of Meridian, Mis.
church. Detectives, the physician Toshesky, the miner who was
enand W. P. McCaleb, of Sai
sissippi,
who made the autopsy and Inspector tombed in the Continental 'colliery one
Faurot, to whom Schmidt confessed, week ago today. It had been expect- Antonio, Texas, endorsed tho general
testified. Faurot detailed In a hun- ed that the imprisoned men would be purposes of the bill, but suggested a
dred words or less the substance of liberated at noon today, but he doubt- number of amendments to make th.a
.
less will have to spend another night proposed system mora atfracMve to
the confession.
"Do you wish to place your client or part of it in his little cell, a space small banks.
on the stand?" Coroner Feinberg next of seven feet, wide by 15 feet long.
CONVICTED CF SASOTACE
asked counsel for Schmidt. The anA SYNAGOGUE FALLS
swer was negative and the coroner,"
Paterson, N. J., Oct. 3 Frederick:
New York, Oct. 3. A hundred per- S. Boyd of New York, ona of
apparently expecting that Schmidt
tha
would testify, asked if the priest had sons fell 15 feet in aa uptown, hall speakers connected with the Indus,
today, through the collapse of a gal- trial Workers of tho World, was sennothing to say.
Several were injured. The hall-wa- s tenced to prison today for jubikly adlery.
the
"Nothing whatever," replied
being used a3 a synagogue. vocating sabotage. His term u;:t
lawyer.
were shaken up, the In- range from a year to seven years,
The coroner's charge was brief. He Though, many
of only four were serious. Am
on his Behavior. In additioai
juries
told the jury that it could find that
bulances summoned were not needed, be was fined
Anna Aumuller came to her death at
as
one of the injuri'd would go
fcoya was convicted !a at v,T::'l;
the hand of an unknown person or to only
the hospital.
having advised two audio JCf'S, d'n'h
that she was killed by a person to
ma iecent siriito la tilo s: ilk m'113, to
be named by the jury.
ACCUSED OF MURDER
destroy
goods if they bad to ao h:
"Hans Schmidt does not appear beCollege
Springs, la., Oct. 3. Al to work without cli'aii
fore you on a trial for tho murder," Smith of
College Springs, was arrest- mauds.
Sentence on c
at the t
he said. "You are simply to find a ed
today on a charge of kiliinsr Obe indictments waa mn.'.
verdict as a coroner's jury,"
Horndon at Eureka Springs, Ark., on court promised to lit pi
IV
Within 15 minutes from tho time September 11971. Smith is said to ever returned to F;Um.
d r
the first witness had taken the stand hava been arresfPti at that time, but. ed the offense.
the Jury had withdrawn. Within 10 escaped from the officers and has
Pod 'wi'I i r , 1,
minutes more it had returned its
been at. liberty ever since. Hv has a com ii im .r ah
i
wife and children living here.
th it h."
i

BODY

"We, the jury, believe that Anna
Atimuller came to her death on September 2, 1013, at No. 68 Bradhurst
at the hands of Hans
avenue,

Schimdt."
Schmidt was immediately remanded to the Tombs without bail to await

the action of the grand jury. Theodore P. Shouts, president of the
Rapid Transit company,
was foreman of the jury. His fellow
jurors included Vincent Astor, B. J.
Greenhut, merchant ; Mortimer
cigar manufacturer, ami II.
S. Marston, banker.
During the examination of witne:.-;-pslot a trace of emotion frosrrl
t'chmidt's face, but. Coroner Fein- berg's charge seemed to lash the prisoner info a sudden tempest of fury.
Jumping to his feet, his eyes blazing
and his lips moving, Schmidt tore the
rosary from his neck with a single
sweep of his arms and before detectives could stay him had snapped it
into many parts and hurled them at
the newspaper men.
'
The torso of tho victim, viewed by
the jury, was Identified by Anna Ilirt,
who roomed with the Aumuller girl
at the parish house of St. Boniface's

j
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r
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narrowed by the routine of household
and domestic duties, her active mind
ZTljC
will seek satisfaction in a friendship
ESTABLISHED 1S79.
with some man who has the time and
the taste to answer its call.
In the old days, the neglected wife
Published By
yearned for a man who would un
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
derstand her." , Today she demands
what she calls a "mental stimulus."
(Incorporated.)
is
In either form "the other man"
to matrimonial
eciually dangerous
EDITOR peace.
M. M. PADGETT
Physically, mentally and spirit
ually, men and women were created
the comrdement of each other. Let
one of the forces die and the mar
riage relation suffers, precisely as the
human body shrivels when deprived
Entered it the postolfice at East of certain
properties in its daily
Las Vagas, New Meiico, for trans- diet."
mission tbrougli the Diited States
mails va tecond class matter.

gatiy Otitic
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OF

SOURCE

MERIT
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The fraternity members insist that
none of them, "enrolled in the dancing
class.

OPENING PLAY A TANGO RUMORS
PRODUCTION OF

3,

WATCH

BUSTER IS COMING

FOR DATE

SEE IF THE CHILD'S
TONGUE

TROUBLE

IS COATED

Of Style Quality and Comfort

IF CROSS, FEVERISH, CONSTIPATED, GIVE "CALIFORNIA SYRUP
OF FIGS"

"BOUGHT AND PAID FOR" SETS KANSAS UNIVERSITY STIRRED UP
HIGH STANDARD FOR THEBY REPORTS IN EASTERN
ATRICAL SEASON
NEWSPAPERS

FOR MEN, WO 'EN

and CHILDREN

If
Look at the tongue, mother!
"Bought and Paid For" is not the
Iawrence, Kans., Oct. 3 Tangos coated u ja a 8ure Bjgn that your lit- TT a hPRt ROr. RTV '
T"
!,
sort of a play that one would care ttllU l umuiD tuab
o "
iv- tie one's stomach, liver and bowels
afed
'Croseu" makes in
to witness often. It takes too strong was taking up the newest steps and need a gentle, thorough cleansing at'
we have the popular "Douglas'
a grip upon the emotions and leaves dips and glides brought about the once.
these two lines we can meet the i equipments of all, no matter
the audience, when the final curtain suspension of Wayne Wtngert and
pale,1
When
cross,
listless,
peevish,
what your personal ideas may be every desirable shape, all
falls, with nerves on edge. The situ Leon Howe, both juniors in the unl- doesn't sleep, doesn't eat or act natleathers, all sizes and widths. They also possess the best
ations are intensely human, but fre
THE EASIEST WAY
ersity, by Chancellor Frank Strong urally, or 'is feverish, stomach sour,
style and the greatest possible value for your money.
sore
quently they become tense, by rea- today.
breath bad; has stomach-ache- ,
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
men
son
the
of
under
suspension
a
climaxes,
The
making
of
delayed
full
young
cold, give
The head of Detroits' police sys
throat, diarrhoea,
Dally, by Carrier
05 tem, who, on .October 15, is going to auditors glad to laugh almost Immodare newspaper men. Kecenuy uni- teaspoonful of "California Syrup of
Per Copy
J& close up every house of vice, regard- erately at the humorous parts ingen- versity social circles were stirred Figs," and in a few hours all the foul
One Week
65 Mess of what shall become of the hun iously interjected by the author.
with the rumor that two fraternities constipated waste, undigested food
One Month
and
teaches
For'
Paid
Yet
and two sororities had employed and sour bile gently move out of its
"Bought
dreds of inmates, says he has asked
One Year
demonstrates
lesson.
excellent
an
The "Ultra", "Rosenwald's Special" and the "Hanan"
It
would
women
if
of
the
special tango teachers.
little bowels without griping, and you
they
many
Dally, by Mail
that there can be no true, pure love
is the story that the corres have a well, playful child again.
Here
at
wages
i
the
constitutes our line of women's footwear, giving us the
shoes
going
take
honest
$6.00
jobs
fm. Year
without respect. It shows that man- pondents sent out:
sick children to
coax
3.00 If they could get 'em, and behave
You
needn't
MonthB
largest and best variety of stylish shoes for women in the city.
Bix
In spite of the fact that Chaueeiioi take this harmless "fruit laxative;"
and not one in a hundred replied that kind is better off without the influ
In all of these lines you will find style and" comfort combined
she would. The others preferred the ence of strong drink. People who Strong issued a strong warums they love its delicious taste, and it
to a maximum degree and a quality unequaled in any other
witness the play enjoy it, but few against extreme modes of dress and always makes them feel splendid.
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
higher Income of the easier way.
in
line. All sizes, widths and leathers.
exhibition
to
of
care
would
Its
another
GROWER
witness
bott
counseled against any
Which leads him to think that they
Ask your druggist for a
would
in
kind
within
which
prejudice
or,
fact,
a'
affairs
to
much
entitled
social
of
fortnight,
aren't
sympathy
One Year
Figs,"
tle of "California Syrup
the taxpayers of the state, two frater- which has directions for babies, chilBut perhaps it's the going wages within a season.
Blx MonthB
the
which
The
vocations
nities and two sororities at the Uni dren of all age? and for grown-up- s
company
in the
produced
respectable
at the Duncan opera house last versity of Kansas are planning to op- plainly on the bottle. Beware of
to
the
entitled
piece
which
sympathy
aren't
(Cash m Advance for Mail Subscrip
Detroit is a rich and prosperous night brought out an the strong pose the faculty sentiment in regard counterfeits sold here. To be sure
BOYS AND
tions.)
city. Its industries are flounsning. points. The actors made their parts to dances.
you get- the genuine, ask to see that
Remit by draft, check or money
is
council
so
of persons
genuinely real that the play held
Yesterday the university
are all that could be desired. The best of style, greatest comit is made by "California Fig Syrup
not They are making a number
If Bent otherwise we will
rich. If, then, it were the pur- its hearers breathless. In many ways sued a ruling which prohibits stu Company."
Refuse any other kind
very
fort and unequaled wearing qualities,
be responsible for loss.
of these enterprises to upbuild the cast was the best that has been dents from attending dances m with contempt.
pose
on
Specimen copies free
seen here in several seasons
which a general price of admission
the lives of the workers in them
Each actor did his work so well is charged. It become known today
which, we submit, would be a worthy
EVERY PAIR GUARANTEED TO WfAR SATISFACTORILY
Delta
purpose, far more creditable than that it would be unfair to give any that Phi Gamma Delta and Phi
THE
'
T
AT
AT merely to pile up great profits at the one more praise than the rest. Chief Theta fraternities and Kappa Kappa
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
V
ton nmilri It lone remain true that interest centered, however, about the Gamma and PI Beta Phi sororities
tfLaa VearfLendindStoto
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
FOR
PAID
large numbers of women would pre- leading characters, "Robert Stafford," have formed a union to employ
COLLEGE
AGGIE
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COPAL COMMUNION WILL
CUR IN NEW YORK

OC-

New York, Oct. 3. The intellect
and the power of the Protestant
church in the United States are

Spis-copa- l

.nnKDntl'gtinir in KpW YOl'lv CUv 111
anticipation of the opening next Wedtriennial
of the forty-thirconvention of the church. On every

j

d

bishops, active
laymen
clergymen .and influential
from all parts of the country are
pouring into the city, until even the
corridors of many of the big Broadway hotels for once in their history
mitrht be mistaken for the vestibules
of churches, so numerous thereabout
ure men of priestly mien. At many
aristocratic residences in upper Manhattan and in Brooklyn, bishops and
clergymen have found splendid quarters.
This will be the first time in about
24 years that the general convention
of the Protestant Episcopal church
is held in this city. It will begin on
Wednesday next, in the morning,
wi,th a procession of the bishops and
clergy, and will remain in session
bout three weeks. About 110 bishops
and 600 deputies, equally divided bewill
tween clergymen and laymen,
take part in the convention. They
will come from 6S dioceses, 23 missionary districts and 10 foreign jurisdictions of the church and will represent more than 1,000,000 communicants. The convention will sit as
two houses, the house of bishops and
the house of deputies, each having
veto power over the other. The primary object of Jhese conventions is
to make laws for the government of
in
:.he Protestant Episcopal church
his country, to some extent in the
arm of constitutional provisions,
action by. two successive conutions, but generally in the form of
; solutions adopted by each conven-V- a
for itself and in the terminology
Ecclesiastical law known as canons,
f
.the house of deputies there are
V jtahiding committees appointed by
president, always a clergyman,
iject to the limitation that each of
i!ie eight missionary departments m
which the church within the United
States is distributed must be represented. Besides the 14 standing com- J'prs there are 34 loint. committees
'
and commissions of the two houses
sitting between conventions, eight of
which were appointed to consider ecclesiastic relations and activities
with other communions, religions and
?
peoples; six to revise the church's
sen ices of prayer and praise and
four to provide for the edu- cation of the clergy ; four others to
f look, after the care and support of the
clergy; one to,, provide for them an
ultimate court of appeals; one to report upon the question of provinces;
five for the church's missions of
help.
I The house of bishops, which has a
roll of 115 without counting bishops-elec- t
who have not yet been consecrated, will hold its sessions at the
old Synod House on the Cathedral
grounds of St. John the Divine. The
Right Reverend Dr. Daniel Sylvester
Tuttle, bishop of Missouri, who is the
senior bishop of the church, will pre-- ;
side. To relieve him an assistant
I president will be selected after
the
opening meeting.
The house of deputies will hold its
i sessions in the new Synod Hall, an
Imposing new structure south of the
choir part of the Cathedral, which
was erected for such purpose through
the generosity of the late Pierpont
Morgan and the late W. Bayard Cutting. The Rev. Dr. Randolph H.
will preside at the sessions until a new presiding officer shall be
elected. There will be a spirited contest for the honor of that position and
It is expected that there will be at
least ten candidates- in the field.
The convention will open xm next
Wednesday morning with a communof St.
ion service in the Cathedral
John the Divine. The bishops will
meet at the old Synod Hall, the deputies at the new Synod Hall. At the
appointed time a procession will be
formed, led by the famous Cathedral
choir under the direction of Miles
Farrow, the choir leader and organist
o the Cathedral. Following the choir
will come the members of the house
of deputies and these in turn will be
followed by the bishops, marching in
reverse order of their rank, carrying
out the divine command that "the last
shall be the first and the first last."
From the old Synod House the procession will march to the Cathedral,
where a solemn communion service
will be conducted by Bishop Tuttle,
assisted by Bishop David H. Greer.
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FREE to Eveiy Purchaser of
A 10c Tin of Tuxedo Tobacco
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Medallion of solid bronze or silver finish, and carries the Great Seal of
the United States in
Strap of fine, smooth, black leather with
nobby, enameled metal buckle, strong and serviceable. Every
man will take pride in wearing this Watch Fob. Go to your dealer within
the next few days for a
tin of Tuxedo Tobacco, and he will present
you with. one of these fashionable Watch Fobs, free, (Only one watch fob
to each customer.)
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Yea Can Bay Tuxedo Everywhere

X

Conrenient pouch,

innvrlined with moil- ture-pro-

paper
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Punoui ureco tin, with
gold lettering, curved
to fit pocket
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The Per feet Tobacco for Pipe and Cigarette

--

Tuxedo is the original granulated Bnrley Tobacco, and has been more widely imitated than
other
high-gratobacco in the world. Thousands of America's most famous men have found thatany
Tuxedo affords them complete relaxation, soothing comfort, and healthful enjoyment. And smoking
every man
who tries Tuxedo will find the same desirable qualities in this
pure, mild, delightful tobacco.
de
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You can smoke Tuxedo, no matter

'

other

how-man-

you have tried and
had to give up for Tuxedo does not irritate
the most sensitive mouth, throat or nose in
fact, many public speakers and singers find
Tuxedo has a soothing, helpful
influence on their throats.
Tuxedo is made from the very best selected Burley tobacco grown in Kentucky care- pipe-tobacc- os

that-smokin-

"pat" Mcdonald

"Pot" McDonald, the big New

fully ripened, cured and aged until it is perfectly mild and mellow. Then treated by the
famous "Tuxedo Process" that removes the
last trace of "bite" and bitterness, and develops
the wonderful fragrance and flavor of the
Burley leaf. Tuxedo has many imitators in
the tin but as long as the secrets of the
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"Tuxedo Process" remain undiscovered it
will have no equal in the pipe or cigarette.

TKu Free Watch Fob offer is made to induce more men to
Tuxedo.
Because every man who gives Tuxedo a week's trial will try
find at the
end of that tune, he has had the most enjoyable and beneficial
smoke,
week of his hfe ! Why not get that Free Watch Fob
today f

Vorle

Policeman who won th.
shoe put.
'best hand." at the OlyttPic Games last
lummei, lays :
'A pipeful of Tuxedo fot mine-ltthe btst tobacco ever. I actually
feel Monger after a tmoke teuton with
Tuxedo.
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JOEL HILLMAM
loel Hntmon. pronrlefnr of the fmoB"HB
restaurant
at Washinglon.v$j
vey''
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" Tuxedo

It a good, tchelemmt
with a mildnea and frepene
it odds tnany ggygq fa

all lit own.
my pipe

pfauure."
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GEO. CURRY

HENRY STUCK ART

Geo Curry.
nncl
irom pcj.v .Mexico, kuyt:
"Tuxedo appeals to me itrongfy on
account of its coot, mild, pteawni flawr.
Therein
its lupcrtoitty to all other

of
Henry Stucfcart, City Treasurer
Chicago, says:
Tuxedo
net
as
regard
only
Aurmeu, bul genuine!) beneficial.
Tvxtdo go'et in my pipe always "

tobaccos-

WALTER WELLMAN
Wnlter Wellman, famous jouroailsl, explorer and aeronaut, says:
"In the Arctic reghnt, ihmugh weary
days In camp at Spitzbcrgen, or tailing
1,000 miles over the Atlantic In the
airship America, my favorite tobacco
elwoyt beta Tuitdo."
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GARRETT
Garrett

V

SERVISS

JOHN J, JlcGRAW

HENRY REUTERDAHL
Henry Keuterdahl, famous naval artfi!
aodexpeit on naval canstnicliuii, lays:
"Youve got to smoke while painting
out of a'ooi-- In winter It helps
$aa to
keep warm. And a pipeful of p.:..e,
mild Tuxedo tobacco make one
fmgft
Vie tdd. and the paint float
morefiecly. "

John J. McUravr, tamousmanaserof the
New York i;Unts, champioDS ul
National League, says:
"Tuxedo gioa to my pipe tanking
kern enjoyment that I haoe experienced
with no otfer tobacco.
Supreme la
mlidnm end fragrance It Tuxedo."

P.

Servlss, prominent
cientii
Bod writer, author of "'fiie tiecood Vet
lue," etc.. says:
"I haoe tried mon$brondtof tobacco,
good, bad and indiffetcnt, before alight.
lag upon Tuteda. lha Ideal Jmolfee.
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of New York and several other noted
leaders of the church. The sermou
on that occasion will be delivered by
Bishop William Lawrence, of Massachusetts. On the following day another, special, service will be held at

m

vm

i

the Cathedral which will be attended
by the women members or' the auxiliary organizations of the church and
on that occasion the women will place
$275,000 upon the altar as their contribution for missions.
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OF THESE FOBS CAN DO SO BY CLING AT TUXEDO

and

such good effect, that weak, inactive
kidneys that do not keep the blood
clean and free of impurities, are tonThe man or woman who wants ed up and strengthened
to healthy
quick help from backache and rheu- vigorous action. Good results follow
matism, will find It In Foley Kidney their use promptly. O. G. Schaefer
Pills. They act so quickly and with and Red' Cross Drug Co. Adv.
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bottle of Chamberlain's Cou-.?- i
Escape
boy had a marvelous es- edy in the bouse. After f:i:,-thdirections for nn hour and tv
cape," writes P. p. Bastiams of Prince
Albert, Cape of Good Hope. "It oc- iu!nuto3 he was ll;rov U c."l il '
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er cowrrmnTis ' are selected, and General o, Steuben possibly has in his
hands the military training of a future commander of the German army
in a later war,,

WILL

DETERMINE PARCEL

COST OF PARCEL

A German medical journal reports
the curious case of a child born without a brain, which in spite of this
handicap, lived to the age of almost
four years. At the autopsy it was
found that both the cerebrum and
and
"big"
cerebellum, the
'"little" brain, were completely lack
ing, only the medulla oblongata being!
present. This little knot of brain tis-- j
sure at the" base of the main brain,
which In fishes forms the sole brain,
was able here to control the functions
of the body necessary to a bare existence, Jjuf nothing more. The child
lay in a, state of coma, with contracted arms' and almost motionless, during its whole existence. It was impossible to, obtain the slightset mental reaction.
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cel post regulations are working so
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then
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eat
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Directors'
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until
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prepared
the subject of tribal customs.
under the reduced postage rates. AdThomas A. Johnsen of
Writing of the recent murder of the
r
vertising matter constitutes a large ganization, "The three-da- y
session
this
German-Americacity.
John
mineralogist,
part of the increased weight of mails,
will be instrumental in benHenry Warner, by natives of New
but the bulk of it apparently relates doubtless
the undertakers of the state.
AT YOUR DGOS
Guinea, Dr. Hofman asserts that the
to the parcel post or mail order busi- efiting
$1,050 FULLY
will be held TuesThe
first
meeting
abstention of cannibals .in Africa and
ness cf department stores and merday morning. President Johnsen will
of Guinea from the flesh of white
chants.
make the call to order, and'. general
men is not because they fear the spirSINE GUARD8 ARE
That the parcel post will more than
routine business will be disposed of.
it of the white victim or his powers
own
is
pay its
way
beyond question, The
aspresident's annual address and
been
sometimes
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has
of magic,
according to officials of the postoffice an
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talk from Professor
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sumed, but because they consider
Gendepartment. While Postmaster
of
R.
Fermier
the Barnes School
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to
taste
due
an
that it has
unpleasant
eral Burleson will not predict a surof Embalming of Chicago will be tLe
the sharp spices and condiments
plus for the fiscal year, which ended
ALmain feature of tho first morning's
and of salted dishes in the diet, of NO MORE WEAPONS WILL BE
June 30, other officials or the departLOWED IN THE CALUMET
the European.
ment insist that there is no possible session.
DISTRICT '
Tuesday afternoon two speeches
Dr. Hofman cites an article printed
doubt on that point. They go further
will be delivered which promise to
several years ago in a journal of Liand declare that a surplus of approxi
be interesting.
Calumet, Mich., Oct. 3 Mine guards
They will be "Funerberia, in which it was said that the
mately $10,000,000 is a certainty, due al
and
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other
of
the
the Standpoint of
from
employes
Directing
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in
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the
largely to the' establishment-othe Minister," by Rev. H. P. Williams;
cat a while man only when he has Mining company, a suusldlary of the
parcel post.
"As the Man on the Road Sees It,"
fallen into their hands alive. Then Calumet and Hecla in the Keweenaw
Postmaster General Burleson takes
Telephone or call and we wi!l have our demonby G. W. Rippey of the Colorado Casthe victim is immersed to the neck county copper strike district, may no
he
the conservative position
that
the
follow
will
The
Then
concealed
ket
weapons.
icompany.
in a running brook and held there longer carry
show you
wants to show a surplus that cannot
question box to which all those presby bonds for two or three days, on blanket license issued by the county
of
figbe
explained away by any kind
ent are invited to contribute. 'Tuesmuch, the same principle that an oys- authorities giving that privilege to the
uring. Recently he said that had in
was
revoked.
Las Vegas Automobile
water
company
after
day evening will be turned over to
today
ter is "floated" in fresh
;
'contemplation
furtluj cTianges the Albuquerque members of the asSheriff John Heptlng and Prosecutbeing taken from the beds. Dr. Hofin fhe parcel post system that would
sociation for an entertainment for the
Phone Aain 344.
Vhalen, & Fowler Prt,ps
man had confirmation of this from a ing Attorney Hamilton, who revoked
make an annual surplus a certainty.
visitors.
the license, said the mine guards
former cannibal.
The exact nature of these changes
Wednesday will be opened in the
The reported killing and eating of have been responsible for the shoothe would not indicate.
3!r. Warner, in Papua, by the natives, ing in the district. They reached this
by general business and folmorning
The present surplus is made up lowed
the day by the follow- day. Ttfe market showed no
during
J::s called attention to the fact that decision after an investigation of tne
to
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"New Mexico Emon
a
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strikers
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means
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stamped alleged
cent
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by
last
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power.
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matfrom the sale of fourth class mail
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ter between January 1 and June 30. forcement of Our Rules,"
by M. H. tional recoveries in the final hour the new tariff. Price changes were
the
last
district
Monday
that vadium could be found in Papua guards into
For that six month period the reve- Koch of
Tucumcarl, secretary of the were due to the efforts of some trad- only moderate.
mud fell a victim to his own zeal. It night, had convinced them the first
VEGANS INVITE
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nues from fourth class matter ap- state board of
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busiProvisions declined owing to deFor the fiscal tion and Prevention of Contagion," by ers to cover their shorts, and
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the
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Although
fate,
ness
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of
panions escaped
nominal
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mand
being slack. First sales, which
proportions
TD SANTA FE PARTY year ending June 30, 1912, the receipts Dr. L. G. Rice of Albuquerque, presi- although more steadiness was shown, were 2 cent lower to a shade up,
news of which they brought to the at the Alloueze mine today, General
or
were
$12,500,000,
approximately
dent of the state board of health; the principal shares ended the day were followed
coast.
Abbey had complete control of the
by quotations that
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At one time official circles believed situation.
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past in British Xew Guinea, but cleat cavalry remaining In Calumet.
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cial officer of Papua, has much to
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Jan.
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ter bore parcel post stamps, the rail- periences," "Difficult Cases," discussed
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United
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say about the practice of canniba- ROBBED GRAVEYARD TO day night in honor of tne Honorable
Steel
Don Juan Riano y Gayangos, minister roads technically were paid for carol- generally. The day will be closed Unite! States
lism among the natives of the island.
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OF A DIABOLICAL CRIME
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Business at the local postoffice has
picked up consideraMy mus far this
month and will continue for the next
The cause' for this sudden
15 days.
increase, although the postoffice is
always a busy place, is that investi
gations as to the cost of operation of
the parcel post are being made by
the postal department, and the star
route mail is being weighed.
This means that for GO days every
bit of mail sent out of here by stage
to distant country postoffices or re
ceived here from these offices, must
be weighed.
The parcel post work will last but
15 days, but will be heavy for that
time. Each package mailed must be
weighed, the address zone found, the
amount of postage checked, the time
of handling it estimated, and a care
ful record made of all these things,
detailed for each package handled
during the period named. Packages
coming in will not be weighed or
checked except that an estimate of
the time required to deliver them will
be made: The total number of deliveries and the time they consume,
must be forwarded to the department
for use as a basis for estimates of the
total cost of the system.
This will keep the local force working harder than usual for some time
to come, as every package must be
handled with as much detail work as
when the parcel post was first initiated, and in addition a record of
each roust be made.
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Mr

PERSONALS

and Mrs. Block of Santa Fe
arrived in Las Vegas this afternoon
for a several days visit with friends.
Colonel H. E. Twitchell, assistant
solicitor for the Santa Fe railway,
left last night for Raton, where ho
will be 6n business for the next few
'
'"'
';
days.
S. B. Rohrer of the Rohrer Land
and Development .company, returned
this afternoon from Rocfty Ford, Col.,
where' he has been on business for
the past few days.
3. H. Cavanaugh of Liberal, Kas.,
who has been a visitor in Las Vegas
for the past few days, left this morning for El Paso In his automobile. He
intends to locate in El Paso.
H. M. Hatcher and E. G. Hostler of
El Paso left Las Vegas this afternoon
for Santa Fe after having been visitors here for the past two days. They
are automobile ., tourists and' are on
a tour of New Mexico. On account of
bad roads they were forced to leave
their machine at Santsi Fe.
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BOTH CLUBS ARE

IS-TAKE-

BACK

STROI

TO

OPENA BANK ACCOUNT HERE

ON

of El Paso was
business visitor In Las Vegas to
Do business in a busines-lik- e
.
day.
way and secure for yourself the great number of
privileges that
A. J. Thuli, a well known business
are yours without cost as a result.
man o Watrous, was a visitor In Las
Office hours are convenient and
employees obliging and polite; There is much information and
Vegas today.
MAN ACCUSED OF BIGAMY IS AC UlANTS AND
Richard Dunn of Gascon came In
adv.ee
that is free to our depositors, and we are
ATHLETICS WELL
always ready to consult you, if you wish.
COMPANIED BY HIS LOVthis afternoon from Mountaihair on
PROVIDED WITH GOOD
ING BRIDE
his way home.
BACKSTOPS
T. L. Schanbel of Albuquerque was
(EL
a business visitor in Las Vegas' today
Harry L. Wells, accompanied by
Philadelphia, Oct. 3. The catchers
Sheriff Hixenbaugh of coifax county of the New York Giants and
from his home.
Philadel
and H. X Wright, stepfather of Mrs. phia Athletics will
J. P. McNierney of Rooiada came
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fotmd on" the "back
Sostenes Delgado,
San Miguel,
city all show practically the same per- cards may nowUe
theater
of
walls
every
Chaperito.
probably
stage"
each
fires.
of
centage
year's
in America. The Ascension Theater
Sierra, Cornelius Su'ilvan, HiHs-borPenny Lunches for Children
a
well
is
having
equipped,
company
are
lunches
being provided
i'enny
Socorro, C. G. Duncan, Socorro.
this year for all of the 23,000 or more real stage, gelleries, opera chairs, drop
F. W, Drake, Hodges.
scenery
and
curtains
enough
Taos,
shifting
New
York's
lwugry children attending
R. C. Dillon, Encino.
to
effectively
and
very
Torrance,
stage
bureau
a
settings
welfare
sihools
by
public
odd
plays
Union,
Tixier, Clayton.
Miguel
the
Shakespearean
flifty
which has recently been privately
a
New members selected for a term
lowe,rt with the income from $1,000,-i'K- t. that have been esasyed, besides
These lunches are served from a number of old English comedies and of three years were as follows:
Curry, S. J. Boykin, Clovis.
number of central kitchens located newer plays The gold cross which
in the
honor
of
Charles Heath, Columbus.
the
Luna,
place
of
care
occupies
from
for
taking
conveniently
is
arch
the
of
San
Juan,
decorations
proscenium
Wayne Walling, Farm-i- n
For his
erne to five schools each.
in the world
cross
to
the
said
gton.
be
only
of
bowl
a
receives
the
pupil
penny
above a comSanta Fe, Thomas W. Hanna, Lamy.
vegetable soup with bread, which, in which faces an audience
This
No
actors.
enterprise
appointment has been made in
of
The
play
meal.
pany
itself is a well balanced
to be a practical solution Valencia county by the commission as
claimed
is
additional
also
may
spend
'youngsters
one
cdokles, sand- of the church entertainment problem. yet, John Becker, Jr., is the
pennies for home-madbored
there.
is
not
by
the
Here
appointee
year
congregation
until
not
but
wiches, bananas, etc.,
s
There is also a one year appointee
after partaking of the nourishing fairy pageants or coaxed to buy
but
over in Santa Fe county.
to
be
worthless,
know
holding
course
they
of
are
warm soup. The menus
was appointed' for the
varied according to the different na- for their dimes and quarters receive Samuel Romero
to the death of
but
short
the
soliciting
return
that
owing
term,
such
where
good
tionalities served kosher food
Tom Hanna was apopinted
is
unnecessary.
of
Montoya,
macarpatronage
.Jewish children predominate,
for the three year term, to fill the
Soldiers to Guard Money
oni and menestra In Italian neighborand no action has been
tne
vacancy;
call
upon
welfare
most
A
on.
so
These
extraordinary
hoods, and
taken
yet regarding the appointment
kitchens have already put out of busi- government is' the petition which has
of the bcTard to succeed
a
member
of
bankthe
sent
to Washington by
ness most of the basket and pushcart been
Romero.
to
have
of
Wall
Street
unwholesome
ers
brokers
and
and
of
venders
cheap
The law became operative about
candies and cakes, pink popcorn, pick- a regiment of federal infantry station
middle of Septemb, 1912, and the
the
it
means
where
on
Governor's
which
ed
Island,
les and similar trash,
roads have thus been under
county
that the teacher's medicine chests will would be in position to respond in the
of the county boards
jurisdiction
In
time
for
to
12
a cry
help
minutes
from now on be less in play.
of trouble Ifi the financial district. for slightly over a year.
Novell Means of Livelihood
Takes Oath of Office
The newest means of livelihood has This uneasiness Is not due-- to any
Edward' D. Tittman, appointed dis
Wall
New
a
another
of
panic.
prospect
teen happily hit upon by bright
trict attorney yesterday by Governor
York woman who terms herself a Street has amply demonstrated its
C. McDonald to fill the vacancy in
W.
In
Itsfilf
nf
toVa
any
uiiitr,
to
"
m
mn
"chaperone-chaffeuse.According
HIJ1UI.J
the
Seventh judicial district, caused
lier story, when the necessity of choos- such crisis. But they shudder to
death of John E. Griffith at So
the
wn'nld
of
by
the
f
no
hecome
whnt
ing an occupation arose, she hadauto. Mir nf
the oath of office this
took
corro.
nnrt
now
..eo.urities
her
and
clothes
capital save her
before
Secretary of State An- morning
So fond was she of her car that, in safe In their strong boxes, should the
t
J 11nJ u V.
f
uuu.J tlrt
tonic; wicero aim m-thinking of ways and means to keep it, district be visited by a devastating
to ap-he
expected
that
announced
mavnr.
she conceived the idea of making It
from without with highpoint Milton J. Helmick of Socorro
3ay for itself. The idea of chaperon- hap, an attack
Who would control the
exnlosives
mob'that would naturally swarm the
Purified
ruins? It woffid take too long to get ECZEMA BROKE OUT
Elocd is
the national guard from homes to
Quickly in
armories and from armories to the
1
- 4.n1,l.ln
ovori ihan It is
IN PIMPLES
Here is a Remedy that has j claimea( the guard would not be so
Wonderful Action and well equipped or endowed with the
same sort of efficiency. So some 500 Itched So Child Would Cry and
Promotes Health.
bank presidents, brokers, merchants
Scratch Himself Until Blood Ran.
red.-)6mt
and others aTi the combined' Inter
Cuticura
fORPUSCU ).... ..h
Very Much Disfigured.
ests of the "billion dollar alley" have
Ointment
Cuticura
and
Soap
started the petition washingtonward.
Proved Complete Cure,
.
shoulder,
the
of
face,
Neuralgia
" Eczema, broko out
hands or feet requires a powerful
"Whitewater, Colo.
"
r
Liwr -nil over my liulo grandson's face and body.
.
remedy tnai win pcubhoo
Your lion wp.i-raIXARD'S SNOW LINIMENT,
S. 8. . Maken Mutual
It just looked as though blood poison would
iToteotton.
tot
Rubbed in where
set up at times wncn no
all that is necessary
would scratch himself so
much. The eczoraa
to relieve suffering and restore
nit your Wood, the famous remedy
'
broke out in pimples
as S. S. S. has a wonderful ac- mal conditions. Price 25c, 50c and
to etlraulate ?1 0Q Pr )ottle. Sold by Central
and would run a watery
(tion. Ita main purpose is
;
procro. Adv.
(cellular activity or that peculiar
wornthe
Jevcr the water touched
ss which instantly changes
tout cells for the new red Wood corP the flesh, another pim
ple would form, until
"s
mpmclnal value of the compo- -' TO STAY EXECUTION OF FRANK
tho pimples would form
as
S.
S.
Is
next
relatively just
Ga.'Oct. 3 Although
fienta of S.
Atlanta,
sore. H!s clothing Irritated his body and
a
as
nutriment
the
Wood
is the day set for the exe-io- r ho lost his r.r.t at ni.'lht. Tha disraso wa.i
Obtained healthy
from grain, meat, fats, sugars Wednesday
.
that I have
Le0
any other part of our daily fouil In:
jt. Frank, convicted of so irritating and would itch so
j
; ' '
seea him in such an Irritating condition that
to the natural reconstructive require-a
is
It
ments of the tissues. And there is one the murder ot Mary phasan
he would cry and scratch himself until tho
component of S. S., S. whirh serves the foref,om, conclusion that the sentence Wood would run. ITo was very much disef figured as tho skin would be torn frora hU
jO.CUVe purpose VI BUUiumunb
and judicious of death will not be carried into
1'jiar tissueof toitsa healthy
cheeks from tho scratching.
t.
court
the
own
essential
Tomorrow
feet on that day.
ulTtion
"I tried all tho simple rcmodios that I
Thus, in cases of skin disease will listen to arguments on a motio'n
knew of to stop tho pain and burning: I used
fiuch os eczema, acne, herpes, tetter or
and bathed him in soda.
and
your blood with for a new trial and it is doubtful if a
psoriasis,so first purify
did not cure him. This
B S.
it will enablo the tissues to decision is rendered for some days.
t
when I began
went on until January
xrb'illd their cellular strength and
In the event that a new trial is grant- tn
their normal health.
ti,n flutieura Soao and Ointment,
a
botanical
product, ed it will probably be after the first which proved a complete cure In a short
S S. S. is purely
to
r.nd you will make a great mistake
a min- of the year before the case is reach- time." (Signed) JUrs. Laura Stephens,
oft
enthusiast
palm
(some
have
Nov. 19, 1912.
eral preparation that may do you
ed on the docket. P;ank was superCuticura Soap 25c. and Cuticura Ointment
arulile harm.
lnanufarturin!?
Liberal sample of
intendent of a pencil
50c. are sold everywhere.
S H S Is prewired by The Swift Spehis victim, each mailed free, with 32-- Skin Book. Adcific Co.', 1H Swift ni'lT-- Atlanta. Oa., company.
Phaean,
Mary
d
kn'l if yo;i hnvp sry obstinate skin
"Cuticura. Dept. T, Boston."
aud was only dress
trmiMo. write to thmr Mertloal Depart-lrsrT- lt v.ps one of his employes
Men who shave and shampoo with Cube
worth
will
old.
.It
15
fr f,.rr.
years
ticura SJoap will Qua it best for skla and acalp,
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as his assistant, and will keep his
own headquarters at HTllsboro, He
will leave for home this evening or
tomorrow morning, stopping at Socorro on the way.
'Filed In Supreme court
The case of Dr. J. W. Colbert vs.
the Albuquerque Morning Journal, an
action for libel, in which a verdict
was rendered in the district court for
the plaintiff, was filed ill the supreme
court this morning on appeal, by attorneys for the newspaper.
Brings Prisoner
Emil James, sheriff ot Socorro
county, arrived in the city last even
ing, bringing .to the penitentiary
Steve Barret, recently convicted of
forgery and sentenced to from three
to five years in the state prison.
May Move Collectors Office
Senator Ashurst called on President
Wilson yesterday, say the Associated
Press dispatches, in an effort to enlist his support in an attempt to remove the internal revenue collector's
office from San Fe to Phoenix,
Grant County Prisoners
Under care Qf Sheriff H. L.
of Grant county, and A. C.
Buckner, a deputy, eight prisoners
from, that county arrived here yesterday. Included in the number were
two murderers and a forger, one insane man and four boys committed to
the reform school at Springer.
The murderers were Harry Eaton,
sentenced to from 20 to zi years, and
Grady L. Rhodes, sentenced to 99
years, who has appealed his case and
is going to the penitentiary for safe
keeping With them are Ramon L.
Ybarra, convicted of forgery and sentenced to serve one to two years.
Juan Castillo, an insane person,
was the fourth man of tne party.
The four boys" sentenced to the reform school were: William B. Proctor, Jr., 24 to 30 months; Arturo de
la Horre, two to three years, and
de la Torre, IS to 20 months,
all for larceny; and John William
Woodlmrn.who was sentencedto serve
15 to 18 months for drawing and flourishing a deadly weapon.
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SICK, 'SOUR STOMACH
INDIGESTION

OR OAS?

"PAPE'S DIAPEPSIN" MAKES
SET STOMACHS FEEL FINE'
FIVE

UP-

IN

LOBBY RESTAURANT

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR OINNER8
HL-K
ALWAYS HANDLED
GOODS OBTAIN

0

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

COLU
RATES

TOR

nd day of the month in the vestry roomi
in of Temple Montefiore at 8 o'clock
sach month. V Suiting;
Visiting brothers are cordially in
brothers cordially
vited. Isaac Appel, President; Charle
Wm. P. Mi!l3. Greenclay, Secretary.

.an

W. M., H. 8

Five cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
All
lines
advertisements
charged
will be booked at space actually set
without regard to number of words.
Cash In advlnce preferred.

& J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541
I. O. of B. B.
comMeets every flrBt Tues-

munication first
ihlrd Thursdr

4

CLASSIFIED

r.

LODGE NO. 2, A.
A. M. Regular

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY. NO 2,
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Reg- ilar conclave ipc i Tuea- r"j""J day in each month at Ma-onlo Temple at 7: St p. m. O. H
Klnbel, B.
Chas. Tarome.

C;

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROYAL ARCH MASONS Regular con
vocation first Monday in
each month at Masonic
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H.
B. Hubbard, H. P.; F. O.
Blood, Secretary.

t

Wonder what upset your stomach
which portion of the food did the
damage do you? Well, don't bother,
if your stomach is in a revolt; if
sour, gassy and upset, and what you
just ate has fermented into stubborn
lumps; head dizzy and aches; bellca
gases and acids and eructate undibreath foul, tongue
gested food;
coated just take a little Pape's
and In five minutes you wonder what became of the indigestion
and distress.
Millions of men and women today
know that it is needless to have a
A little Diapepsin ocbad stomach.
casionally keeps this delicate organ
regulated and they eat their favorite
foods without fear.
If your stomach doesn't take care
of your liberal limit without rebel
lion; if your food is a damage instead
of a help, remember the quickest,
surest, most harmless relief is Pape's
Diapepsin which costs only 50 cents
for a large case at drug stores. It's
truly wonderful it digests food and
sets things straight, so gently and
easily that it is really astonishing.
Please, for your sake, don't go on
and on with a weak, disordered stomach; it's so unnecessary. Adv.
Dia-pepsi-

O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NC
Meets every Monday evening at
their hall on Sixth street. All vib'tinj
brethren cordially Invited to attend
F. D. Fries, N. O.; Gus Lehman, V- G
T. M. Elwood, Secretary; Karl Wertz
Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock, Cemeier?

if

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet in the Forest of Brotherly
Love at Woodmen of tin World hall,
on the second and fourth Mondays 0!
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart,
Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk;. Z. W.
Local Deputy.
Visiting
Montague,
members are especially welcooe aid
cordially Invited.
NO.
BROTHERHOOD
FRATERNAL
102 Meets every Monday night at
O. R. C, hall, on Douglas avenue at
S o'clock.
Visiting members are cor
dially welcome. J. C. Wertz, President; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; C H.
'
Eaily, Treasurer.

-
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Wanted
WANTED

Good woman for general
Trustee.
Apply at any time to

LOCAL TIME CARD
Eas: Bcund
Arrive

housework.

No.

2.. ..

Mrs. W. G. Haydon, 1108 Seventh

No.

4

P. O. ELKS Meets second and No .
fourth Tuesday evening of each No.
w AM ED Second hand oat sacks 5 month Elks' home on Ninth street and
Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
cents I each, jtgua Pura Co.
are cordially invited. Gov. Wm. J. No.
w AJ TED Experienced cook.
Good Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon, No.
No.
Secretary.
wages. 1053 Eighth street.

street.

No.

x

. 1 : 45

.

p.

p. m

.

.

Bound

West
.

Arrive
,'1:20 p. ro.

3.
7.

. .

9.

. .

p. m
p. m
a. m
2: 10 p. m
9:1E

m.. ..11:05
2:05 a. m. ...2:10

. .

10.

Depart

m.. ..

9:10 p.

..11:05

B.

Lady or gentleman KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL NO. 804 Meets second and
wanted as information reporter;
t urth
Thursday In O. R. C. hall.
time..
National
spare
Realty Infor
mation Bureau. File 244, Drawer Pioneer "building. Visiting members
are cordially invited. Richard Devine,
1509, Los Angeles, Cal.
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
WANTED By October 1st., good wo
man for general housework. Apply KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURat any time to Mrs. W. G. Haydon, ITY COUNCIL NO.. 2390. Meets in
W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
1108 Seventh street.
first and third Mondays of each
month at. 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
Ladles always welcome. O. L. Fiers-maPresident; A. D. Tillman, Finan
FOR SALE Range. 509 sixth street. cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
SALE
FOR
Large Howe hard coal
M.
burner. First class condition. In- East Las Vegas, N.
quire at Hoffman and Graubarth.
L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second anc
fourth
Thursday evening eact
FOR SALE Cheap, good work horse,
month at W. O. W. hall. Visiting
W. F. White, 521 Sixth street.
brothers cordially invited. Howard T
Davis, Dictator; p. A. Linn Secretary.
$05.00

.

Depart
1:45 p. m
6:15 a. m.
4:30 p. m.
7:00 p. m

.

6:10 a. m. . .
4:20 p. m...
6:35 p. m.

.

MONTHLY

For Rent

ATTORNEYS

t

HUNKER & HUNKER
George A. Hunker. Chester A. Hunker
Attorneys-at-La-

New Mexico

Las Vegas.

DENTISTS
DR. F. B. HUXMANN

Dentist
Dental work of any description at
moderate prices
Room 1, Center Block, Tel Main 13
East Las Vegas, New Mexico
you rack the lungs
Stop coughing!
and worry the body. BALLARD'S"
wrmrmnnND SYRUP checks 'Irrita
tion, heals the lungs and restores
comfortable hreatning. rnce ac, ouu
and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by Central
Adv.

Drug Co.

ammtaomiBmiemM
FOR RENT

Modern light housekeep-Ing.roomat 1030 Fifth street.

CRYSTAL ICE

s

FOR RENT Four room cottage, 407
Washington avenue. C. H. Stevenson, Phone Main 291.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room
with or without board. 918 Douglas avenue.
FOR RENT Three room house with
bath on Eighth street. Phone Olive
5462 or call 918 Douglas avenue.

From' Distilled Water Free from Bacteria or Germs of any
despription No impurities, no air, nothing but Pure Ice,
20c per 100 lbs
2000 lbs or more, each delivery
25c per 100 lbs
1000 to 2000 lbs, each delivery
40c per 100 lbs
200 to 1000 lbs, each delivery
50c per 100 lbs
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery

Las Vegas Ice & Storage Co.
1200

Phone Main 227

EENT-- Or
sale, at a bargain.
An upright piano, almost new. Ro-

Lincoln Ave

FOR

MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
General Massage, Hair and Scalp
Treatment, Facial Massage, Manicure
Plaza Hotel
Office hours 1:30 p., m. to 3:30 p. m.

-

RETAIL PRICES

senthal Furniture company.

FURNISHED cottage for rent. 417
DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED
Eighth.
by local applications, as they cannot
of
the
the
diseased
reach
portions
ear. There is only one way to cure FOR RENT Two desirable rooms on
deafness, and that is by constitutional
ground floor, with or without board.
remedies. Deafness is caused by an
725 Sixth street.
inflamed condition of the mucous lin
ing of the Eustachian Tube. When
this cube is inflamed you have a rum FOR RENT To lady or gentleman
employed, comfortable, furnished
bling sound or imperfect hearing, and
when it is entirely closed, deafness . room; no health seekers. Phone
is the result, and unless the inflam
Purple 5301.
mation can be taken out and this tube
to
its
normal
restored
condition,
hearing will be destroyed forever; FURNISHED ROOMS for light houseare
caused by
nine cases out of ten
keeping. 921 Lincoln.
catarrh, which is nothing but an inflamed condition of the mucous sur
"When your food does not digest
faces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars well and you feel "blue," tired and
you should use a little
for any case of deafness (caused by discouraeed,
WlcPTtTNTR
at bpdtimo Tt onono fho
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circul- bowels, purifies the system and re
stores a nne reeling of neaith and enars free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio. ergy. Price 50c. Sold by Central
Drug Co. Adv.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
pation. Adv.
Professional Health Culture for Ladles

mm

.

Petteii, Secretary.

For Sate

MINUTES

CAFt

AND

THE EE8T

Mc-Gra-

--

nutri-Tui'ii-

1913.

2,

20c
25c
30c
40c

or More, Each Del very
to 2,000 lbs., Each Doll very
to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
to 200 I'st., Each Delivery
Less than 50 lbs., Each Delivery

2,000 lbs'.,
1,000 lbs.,
200 lbs.,
50 lbs.,

AG

U A

.....50c

per 100
per 100

per
per

CARRIAGE

AND

SIGN PAINTING
N. O.

HER.MAN

429 GRAND AVE.

100
100

Iba

lb.
Ibi
lbs

lb.

PURA COMPANY

Harvesters, Storera, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
Famoua.-OFFIClasting Qualities of Whinh Have Made Las Vega
701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

;
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"""Presently "sSe euneu TOTHS'Tun- errs T5?raafe, T!icre TSTiirrs'f TouuTaTn
warmed hillock of sand and sat down
splashed under the oaks and the chilibeside me to dry her hair.
dren of Paradise were playing.
, .Mage rnou,
a
warn
eun
Ono thing I noticed as crossed the
coveting
bath in the sand, came wanc:
unused iroat of the Chateau de
along pretending not to see us: bu
on a permanent bridge. There
Jacqueline dragged him into her arms was a man, lying belly down in the
for a hu?, which lasted until Anp bracken,
me; and as I
Pitou broke loose, tail hoisted but ear: walked intowatching
the court I tried to redeaf to further flattery.
member where I had seen his face bebo Jacqueline chased Ange Pito fore.
back across the sand and up the rocli
There wa3 a soft whirring in the air
path.
like the sound of a humming bird close
if yo.i by; it came from a spinning-wheel- ,
iome to tne
and
please!" she called back to me, poin grew louder as a servant admitted me
to
a
mg
crazy wooden structure built into the house and guided me to a sunabove the house.
ny room facing the fruit garden.
As I entered the
the child
Suddenly the melody ceased, and a
was dragging a pile of
s
to th young Bretonne girl appeared in the
middle
of the floor.
doorway, courtesylng to me and saying
'
"In case I fall," she said, coolly.
in perfect English: "How do you do,
"Better let me arrange them, then. Mr. Scarlett?"
I said, glancing up at the improvise'
The girl was Mademoiselle Sylvia

THE MAIDS OF

"beiievea sTie? coul3ad'Tlre greaTee!
T'V'1iars" the matter with you?" I
good by living a natural and cheerful
"If you mean to intimate
life, by maintaining the position that
birth und fortune had given her, and that I have fallen In love you are ceran astonishing ass!"
by using that portion and fortune for tainly
"Don't
talk that way," he said,
the benefit of those less fortunate.
"I didn't dream of such a
This she had told Buckhurst. and
the rascal appeared to agree with her filing, or of offending you, Scarlett."
I hud an appointment to meet Robso thoroughly that, when Doctor
t
ert
the Lizard at noon, and I was
and Prbfessor Tavernier ar:.Uher curious to find out how much
rived, they also applauded the choice his
promises were worth when the
she made of Buckhurst as distributer
of money, food and clothing to the novelty of his new gun had grown
f.tale.
provincial hospitals, now crowded to
The poacher was sunning himself on
suffocation with the wreck of battle.
is doorsill when I came into view
Then a strange thing occurred. Doctor Dclrcont and Prorcssor Tavernier over the black b;inlt rocks. To my
he toiwued his cap as I ap
disappeared without any explanation
,:roaehed and rce civiiiy, replying to
They had started for St. Nazaire with M
.v
greeting with a brief, "Salute.
a sum of money twenty thousand
locked
in the private strongfrancs,
"You are prompt to the minute," I
box of the countess to be distributed
.nlc, pleasantly.
among the soldiers of Chanzy; and
"Come to tlie point, m'sieu," he said,
Elven, the marvelously clever actress they had never returned.
"We have struck palms."
dryly.
from the Odeon, the same young womIn the light of what she had learned
"Lizard," 1 said, "give me your
an who had played the AJsaclenne at from me, she feared that Buckhurst
as I give you mine. Yeeter- La Trappe, as perfectly In voice and had won them over.
costume as she now played the Bre"But," I said, patiently, "you have
tonne.
not yet told me where he Is."
"I only came to renew an old and
"I don't know," she eaid. "A week
deeply valued friendship. I am going ago a dreadful creature came here to
back to my flax now. And,
see Buckhurst; they went across the
she said, languidly, "is there in your moor toward the semaphore and stood
Intellectual circus company a young for a long while looking at the cruiser
which is anchored off Groix.' Then
gentleman whoe name Is Eyre?"
"Kelly Eyre? Yes," I said, sulkily. Buckhurst came back and prepared for
"Ah. Would you take a message to a journey. He said he was
going to
11?
mistaire Keny Eyre for me?
she Tours to confer with the Red Cross. 1
asked, sweetly.
don't know where he went. He took
I said that I would.
all the money for the general Red
"Then please say that: 'On Sun Cross fund."
day the book stores are closed in
"When did he say he would return?"
Paris.' "
"He raid in two weeks.
"Very well, mademoiselle."
"That ie good news," I said, gayly.
She courtesled and vanished.
"But tell me one thing: Do you trust
1 fancied, after a few moments, that Mademoiselle
Elven?"
I heard the distant thudding of a
"Yes, indeed indeed!" she cried,
horse's hoofs; soon I was sure of it, horrified.
and rose to my feet expectantly, just
said I, smiling. "Only
"Very
as a flushed young girl in a riding- - for the well,"
sake of caution extra, and
habit entered the room and gave me even perhaps useless caution
say
her gloved hand.
nothing of this matter to her, nor to "What's That Box?" Asked the Lizard.
I looked at her earnestly, scarcely any
living soul save me."
day, on a visit to Point Paradise, I
understanding that she was saying she
"I promise," she eaid, faintly.
saw a man lying belly down in the
was glad I had come, that she had
"Now that Mornac is not even a
bracken; but I didn't let him know 1
waited for me, that she had wanted to pawn in the game so,
indeed, I begin saw him. I have served In the
eee me, that she had wished to tell me to believe he never
police;
was, but has I think I
man. He is
how deeply our tragic experience at been from the firstreally
a dupe of Buck- known in recognize thatTric-TraBelleville as
Ho
La Trappe and in Morsbronn had im- hurst it is the duty of
every honest came here, I believe, to see a man
pressed her.
man to watch Buckhurst and warn
palled Buckhurst. Can you find this
'But come out to my garden," she the authorities that he
possibly has de- Tric-Trafor me? Do you, perhaps,
said, smiling, and stripping off her lit signs on the crown jewels of France,
know him?"
tle buff gauntlets. "There we will which that cruiser
is
all
ready
yojider
'Tes,"
tea
said
the
a l'Anglaise, and sunshine, to bear away To Saigon!
have a
Lizard, "I knew him
and a long, long, satisfying talk."
"How he proposes to attempt euch In prison.",
"How long has he been here In ParaShe led the way along a patbT under a robbery I can't
imagine. I don't
SSS&pricots to a seat against a gunny want to denounce him to General dise?"
au.
"For two months."
beChanzy or Aurelles de
"He Is a fllou a town rat. He came
rst of all," she said, impulsively. cause the conspiracy isPalladlne,
too widely
"I know your life all of It in minute spread and too dangerous to be de- here to meet a man named Buckhurst."
"I have seen that man Buckhurst,
particular. Are you astonished?"
feated by the capture of one man, even
too. What Is he doing here?" asked
'No, madame," I replied; "Mornac though he be the head of it.
showed you my dossier."
"What I want !s fo entrap the entire the Lizard.
"That Ib what I want you to find out
'That is true," she said, with, a trou band; and that can only be done by
bled look of surprise.
watchiitg Buckhurst, not arresting and help me to find out!" I said. "Voi-la- !
Now you know what I want of
I smiled. "As for Mornac," I began, him. Meanwhile, as long as we
stay in
but she interrupted me.
Paradise we both are your devoted you. Think out a plan vMiich will per"Ah, Mornac! Do you suppose I be servants, and we beg the privilege of mit me to observe this Monsieur Tric- Trac at my leisure, without I myself
lieved him? In your dossier I read the serving you."
tragedy of a gentleman."
"You ask the privilege of serving being observed."
"Do you know,", eaid I, "that I am me," she said. . ,"
Yu could serve me foodThat ia easy," he said. "I take him
now a performer in a third-rat- e
travel- best by giving me your
today."
friendship."
The village square in Paradise was
ing circus?"
I was silent.
"I think that is very sad," she said,
"Have you never given women your nearly deserted. The children had
raced away to follow the newly arrived
sweetly. "With no hope?"
friendship?" she asked.
"Hope?" With every hope," I said
"Not In fifteen years nor asked gendarmes as closely as they dared,
und tho women were
smiling. "My name is not my own, theirs."
hanging
.about their men, whom the governbut it must serve trie to my end, and I She sprang up and
both
my
caught
shall wear it threadbare and leave It hands in her
ment summoned to Lorient.
ungloved hands. "Won't
to no one."
Far E.way towards Sainte-Ysolwe
ydu take my friendship and give me
"Is there no hope?" she asked, yours my friend?"
saw tho blue woods which were out
quietly.
"Yes," I said, elowly.
As in a goal. However, we had no intention oi
Suddenly the ghost of all I had lost dream I bent forward; she abandoned going there m the bee fliea, partly berose before me with her words rose Tier hands to me; and I touched a wom- cause Tric-Tra- c
might see us, partly
at laet after all these years, towering, an's handi with my lips for the first because the Lizard wished any prowl
terrible, free once more to fill the days time in fifteen years.
ing passerby to observe that he wtj
'In all devotion and loyalty and occupied with his Illegitimate profes
sion. All tha while we had been twistgratitude," I said.
ing and doubling and edging' nearer
"And in friendship say It!"
and nearer to the Sainte-Yeolwoods
"In friendship."
"Now you may go if you desire to. until we were already within their coo!
snanow, ana I neard the tinkle of a
When will you come

emptied the cider jug, wiped his beard
less face with his cap, and announced
that he would be pleaeed to "broil"
a cigarette.
The Lizard laughed, and Tric-Tradisgusted, stood up, settled his ca
over his wide ears, humming a Bong aa
he loosened his trousers belt
"fflq
are you gaping at?" he added, abrupti
ly. "Bon; e'est ma geule. Et apreal
JJrop that box!
The next time yon
come here to sell your snared pheam
ants, come like a man, nom de DleuJ
and not like a cat of the Glaciere! od
I'll find a way to stop your curioelty."
He picked up his box and the
packet
of provisions, dropped his revolver
into the side pocket of his jacket,
cocked his greasy cap, blew a kiss to
the Lizard, and started off straight into the forest.
On our way home I drew from tha
poacher that Tric-Trahad named
Mornac as head of the communistio
Plot in Brittany; that Mornac was
coming to Paradise very soon, and
that then 'something gay might be
looked for.
And that night I took Speed Into
my
confidence and finally Kelly Eyre, ovu;
balloonist.
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what 1 am is THy" "Cwfi concern, not
yours. Don't Interfere, m'sieu; it
would be uselesB. I should never betray you, but I might kill you. Don't
Interfere. But If you care for the good
will of a man like me, take it; and
when you desire a service from me,

8YNOPSIS.
CHAPTER I Scarlett, an American
of, fortune in the employ of tlie
Police at the outbreak
Imperial
n
'of the
war, is ordered to
'arrest John Buckhur.st. a leader of the
Communists, who is nuspeeted of having
tolen the French crown jewels. While
searching for Bucktuirst Scarlett is ordered to arrest (Jountcss de Vassart und
her group of socialists and escort thorn
to the Belgian border.
CHAPTER H Scarlett finds Sylvia
Elven of the Odeon disguised as a peasant and carries her to La. Trappe. where
the countess and her friends are assem-

;oldier
French

Franco-Prussia-

net-ehe- d

sea-net-

trapeze which dangled under the roc

rbeams.

-

She thanked me, seized a long rope
and went up, hand over hand. I pileO
the soft nets Into a mattress, but d
cided to stand near, not liking the ai
rangements.
Meanwhile Jacqueline was swinginr
head downward, from her trapeze. He
cheeks flamed ae she twisted and wrip
gled through a complicated maneuvc-which ended by landing her seated o
tne bar of the trapeze a trifle out of
breath.
"You think you could drop fro
'there Into a tank of water?" I anke:;.
"How deep?"
"Say four feet."
She nodded, swinging tranquil'y.
"You would try whatever I aie
you to try?"
"If I thought I could," she replle;

bled.

CHAPTER III All are arrested. The
countess saves Scarlett from a fatal fall
from the roof of the house. He denounces
Buckhurst as the leader of the Reds and
the countess conducts him to where Buckhurst is secreted.

i

CHAPTER IV
Uhlans descend
on the place and Buckhurst escapes dur
melee.
is
Scarlett
wounded.
the
ing
CHAPTER V He recovers consciousness In the countess' home at Morsbronn,
where he is cared for by the countess.
A fierce battle is fought in the streets
between French and Prussian soldiers,
CHAPTER VI Buckhurst professes
and returns the crown jewels to
Scarlett. He declares he will give himself
up to the authorities. Scarlett doubts his
sincerity. Buckhurst urges the countess
to go to Paradise.
fi ll..iiM
iLif
CHAPTER VII Buckhurst admits that
he receives pay from the Prussians for
"Will
You Take Me?" She Cried.
information which he does not give. He
secures passports to the French lines for
tell me, and I'll not fail you, by Sainte-ElinScarlett, the countess and himself.
Gi-iu-an

naively.
But that ia not it. I am to be you
mpster. You must have absolute con
fidence in me and obey orders instant
ly."
"Bien."
"Then hang by your hands!"
Quick as a flash she hung above mo
"You trust me, Jacqueline?"
"Yes."

e

of Paradise!"
lett
CHAPTER
reports to the
He turned on his heel, kicking pft
secret service in Paris and finds Mornac,
shadow of the emperor, in charge. He his sabots on' the doorslll.
"Break
deposits the crown Jewels and later, when bread with me; I ask it," he said, gruff-',Iy- ,
making a detailed report, finds that pebbles
and walked before me into the
have been substituted for the real stones.
opeea, a comrade in the service, warns house.
Scarlett that Mornac is
He
Prom the ashes on the hearth a
also informs him that all dangerous.
the
"Then drop!"
treasure Is being transported togovernment
the coast spiral of smoke curled.
The yellow
Down she flashed like a falling me
ior snipment out oi the country. Scar- cat walked in and sat
down, contem- teor. I caught her with that quic!:
lett and Speed escape to Join a circus.
the ashes.
trick known to all acrobats, which lei
CHAPTER IX Tho plrnna arrtvva of plating
Slowly a saffron light filled the her standing on my knee.
Paradise where Scarlett secures a license
irom the mayor.
room; Jacqueline awoke in the dim
"Jump!"
CHAPTER X An order is received by bed.
She sprang lightly to the heap of
uie iimyur caning me citizens to arms.
She swathed herself in a blanket and nets, lost her balance, stumbled, and
sat down very suddenly. Then she
CHAPTER XI
daughter of sat up, looking at me sleepily.
mo uizuru, onersJacqueline,
w Join the circus to
"You came to see me swim," she threw back her head and laughed,
give exhibitions In the character of a
eaid.
VHI-Scar-

viermuia.
li

(Continued

From Yesterday.)

CHAPTER XII.
'

Jacqueline.
The stare were etill shining when
awoke in my blanket, lighted a candle,
and stepped Into the wooden tub oi
salt water outside the tent.
I shaved by candle-ligh- t,
dressed In
s
worn
and Jacket,
I my
then, candle in hand, began groping
about among the faded bits of finery
.
a
x,
Ul
j..
u i'"i"i'Bu
i round
pruperuea unut
vi
1

riding-breeche-

3

oh
wornby
Hiiver-scaie-

heard

a

swimming-tignt-

s

the girl of whom

once
we hac

so much.

The stars had begun to fade when 1
stepped out through the
clover carrying in one hand a satchel
containing the swimming suit, in the
other a guu case, in which, carefully
oiled and doubly cased in flannel, reposed my only luxury my breech-loadinshotgun.
The Lizard was standing on bis door-silwhen I came up; he returned my
greeting sullenly, his keen eges of a
roving over me from head to
foot A rumpled and sulky yellow cat,
evidently just awake, sat on the door
step beside him and yawned at intervals. The pair looked as though they
had made a night of it.
"You took my letter last night?" 1
asked.
"Yes."
dew-soake- d

g

l

sea-bir- d

"Was there an answer for me?"
"Yes."
So I took the letter and read it a
formal line saying the Countess de
Vassart would expect me at five that

afternoon.
"Look here, Lizard," I said, "I intend to be friends with you, and 1
mean to make you look on me as a
friend. It's to my advantage and to
yours."
"To miner he inquired; sneeringly.
"And this is the first thing I want,"
I continued; and without further pre
face I unfolded our plans concerning
Jacqueline.
"Entendu," he said, drawling the
word, "is that all?"
"No, not all. I want you to be my
messenger in time of need. I want
you to be absolutely faithful to me."
"And what Is there in this, to my advantage, m'sieu?"
"This, for one thing," I said, carelessly, picking up my run case. 1
slowly drew out the barrels of Damas
,
cus, then the
stock and
assembling them lovingly; for it
was the finest weapon I had ever seen,
rose-woo- d

fore-tend-

and it was breaking my heart to give

it

away.

The poacher's eyes began to glitter
as I fitted the double bolts and locked
breech and barrel with the extension
rib. Then I snapped on the
;
iand there lay the gun in my hands, a
ifowling-piecfit for an emperor.
"Give it?" muttered the poacher,
fore-end-

e

(huskily.

"Take It, my friend the Lizard," I
ireplied, smiling down the wrench in
my heart.
There was a silence; then the poach-ie- r
stepped forward, and, looking me
square in the eye, flung out his hand.
,1 struck my
open palm smartly against
this, in the Breton fashion; then we
jclasped hands.
"Strike!" he cried; "take my
f
oujvant It, on this condition
i

friend-0b.!pjl-

"And I've brought you a fish's silCHAPTER XIII.
ver skin to swim, in," I replied, point--"
ing at the satchel.
Trlends.
?.
She cast a swift glance at her faAt seven o'clock that morning the
ther, who, with the gun on his knees, men In the circus camp awoke, worsat as though hypnotized by the beauty ried, fatigued, vaguely resentful, unof its workmanship. Her bright eyes usually profane.
fell on the gun; she understood in a
By eight o'clock a miraculous change
flash.
had taken place; the camp was alive
"Turn your back!" she cried.
with scurrying people, galvanized into
I wheeled about and sat down on hopeful activity by my
possibly un
the settle beside the poacher. There warranted optimism and a few judicame a light thud of small, bare feet ciously veiled threats.
on the stone floor, then silence. The
Clothed with temporary authority
poacher looked up.
by Byram, I took the bit between my
"She's gone to the ocean," he said; teeth and ordered the Instant erection
"she has the mania for baths like of the main tents, the construction oi
you English." And he fell to rubbing ,the ring, barriers and benches, and the
the gunstock with dirty thumb.
Immediate renovating of the portable
The saffron light in the room was tank in which poor little Miss Clarldge
turning pink when' Jacqueline reap- had met her doom.
peared on the threshold In her ragged
of Carnac,
By the standing-stone- s
skirt and stained velvet bodice half swore that I'd have all Finistere
in the
laced, with the broken points hanging,' tent. "Governor." said I. "we are eocarrying an armful of drjftwood.
ing to feature Jacqueline all over Brit
Without a word she went to work tany, and, if the ladies
object, it can't
so swiftly that the pink light had be
do they ob
helped!
scarcely deepened to crimson when jject?"
the poacher, laying the gun tenderly
The ladies did object, otherwise they
In the blankets of Jacqueline's tumbled would
not have been human ladies;
bed, came striding back to the
but the battle waB sharp and decisive,
a
smoked on a cracked for I was
desperate.
platter, and a bowl of bread and milk
"It simply amounts to this," I said:
stood before each place.
us through or the
We ate silently. Ange Pltou, the "Jacqueline pulls
and I land in Jail. As for you,
governor
inyellow cat, came around with tail
heaven knows what will happen tc,
flated. There were fiBhbones enough tc
you! Penal settlement, probably."
gratify any cat, and Ange Pitou made
And I called Speed and pointed at
short work of them.
Jacqueline,
sitting on her satchel,
The poacher rose, wiped his mouth
watching the proceedings with amiable
with the back of his hand, and made
curiosity.
straight for his new gun.
' "Speed, take that child and rehearse
"You two," he said, with a wave of her."
his arm, "you settle it among yourSpeed took Jacqueline by the hand,
selves; He touched his beret to me, 'and
they entered the big
over his shoul- whitetogether
filing the fowling-piectent.
der, and walked away.
With
hammer, saw, and
Jacqueline placed the few dishes in screw-drive- r mallet,
I worked until noon, maa pan of hot water, wiped her lingers,
turing my plane all the while. These
daintily, and picked up Ange Pitou.
would take the last penny in
"Show me the swimming suit," she pbas
the treasury and leave us in debt sevpaid, shyly.
eral thousand francs. But it was win
, I drew it out of the satchel and laid
or go to smash now, and personally I
jit across my kneei.
preferred a tremendous
' "Oh, it has a little tail behind like have alwaysslow
to a
and oozy fizzle.
a fish!" she cried, enchanted. "I shall snash
A big pot of fragrant
soup was
like
the
of
silver
QuimJook
grilse
served to the company at luncheon;
perle!"
and it amused me to 6ee Jacqueline
"Do you think you can swim in tliote
troop into the tent with the others and
scales?" I asked.
Lit down with her bit of bread and her
I Jacqueline? Atteirffez
"Swim?
t
bowl of broth.
un peu you shall see!"
"How is she eti
on?" I called
f She
opened her arms; the cat sprang across to Sped."
to the doorstep and vanished.
"The child is simply startHag," , he
Jacqueline looked at the swimming said, in Engiiak. "8iie is not afraid of
suit, then at me. "Will you go down anything. She ad Miss Crystal have
Ho the beach, M'sieu Scarlett?"
been doing that
'flylmg
But I had not traversed half the
swing' without rehearsal!"
and
of
rock
hard
before
sand
strip
Byram's buoyancy had returned In
'something flew past a slim, glittering a measure. He
In his shirt sleeves
shape which suddenly doubled v.;;, at the head of ths tabk), vigorously
straightened again, and fell headlong sopping his tartine in his soup, and,
'into the thundering surf.
mouth full, leaned forward, chewing
After a long, long while, far ort on ana
glistening to the conversation
the water she rose, floating.
around him.
Toesed back once more upon the
"I'll say one thing," observed
(beach like an opalescent shell, Jacwith dignity; "if ever I git out of
in foam, looked out this darn
queline, ankle-deecontlnong with my circus, IH
the flaming waters, her recooperate in the undulatin' madders
iacross
drenched hair dripping.
an' J'yfol vales of the United States.
"Look!" she cried, flinging her arms Hereafter that
country will continue
(above her head, and dropped into to remain good enough for me."
pace, falling like a star, down, down
Now that I had stirred up this
o
Into the shallow sea. Far below I saw
and set It swarming again, I had
a Etreak of living light shoot through no Inclination to turn drone,' Yet I rethe water on, on, closer to the sur membered my note to the Countess de
face now, and at last she fairly Bprang Vaesart and her reply. So about four
into the atr, quivering like a gaffed sal- o'clock I made the best toilet I could
mon, then fall back to float and clear In my only other suit of clothes, and
herblue eyes from her tangled hair. walked out of the bustling camp Into
-
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Will G. Richmond, a resident of
Cal., will answer any inquir-

ies about Foley's Honey and Tar
He says further "Foley's
Compound.
Honey and Tar Compound has greatly
benefited me for bronchial trouble
and cough, after I used other rem- -'
edies that failed. It is more like a
food than a medicine." Do not accept a substitute. O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Co.
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'My Name Is Not My Own, but
Must Serve Me to My End."

If.

with loathing and my nights with hell

eternal, . . . after all these vears!
"There Is every hope," I said, "save
the hopes of youth the horie of
woman's love, and of that happiness
which come through love. I am a
man past thirty, madame thirty-five- ,
believe my dossier makes it. It has
aken me fifteen years to burv mv
outh. Let us talk of Mornac."
'Yes, we will talk of Mornac," she
iid, gently.
So with Infinite pains I went bacl:
and traced for her the career of Buck
hurst, sparing her nothing. She sat
motionless, her facs like cold marble,
s I carefully gathered the threads of
ie plot and gently twitched that ono
wieh galvaimed tho mask of Mornac.
"Mornac!" she stammered, aghast.
I showed her why Buckhurst desired
to ccme to Paradise; I showed her
why Mornac hod initiated her into the
mysteries of my dossieri taking that
infernal' precaution, although he had
every reason to believe he had me
practically in prison, with the keys In
his own pocket.
She. toW me that Buckhurst came
to her house hera In Paradise early In
September; that while in Paris, pon
dering on what I had said, she had
determined to withdraw herself absolutely from all organized socialistic as
sojdatiOTSduring JLufiJvP-L-; tli:it ghe

again?"

F

stream among leafy depths.
The Lizard's poacher's eyes began tc
glisten and shimmer in the forest dus it
like the eyes of wild things that hunt

XIV.

at

The Path of the Lizard.
About nine o'clocH the next morning
an incident occurred which might have
terminated my career in one way, and
did, ultimately, end it in another.
I had been exercising my lions end
putting them throgh their paces, and
bad noticed no unusual insubordination among them, when suddenly, Tim-ou- r
Melek, a big Algerian lion, fleiv at
me without the slightest provocation
or warning.
In
Fortunately I had a training-chai- r
my hand, on which Timour had Just
been sitting, and I had time to thrust
it into his face. "Down, Timour Melek !
Down! down! down!" I said, steadily,
accompanying each word with a blow
of the whip across the nose.
The brute had only hurt himself
when he struck the chair, and now,
under the blows raining on his sensitive nose, he doubtless remembered
similar episodes in his early training,
and shrank back, nearly deafening me
with his roars. I followed, punishing
him, and he fled towards the low iron
grating which separated the training-cagfrom the night quarters.
I was not In perfect trim that morning. Not that I felt nervous in th
least, nor had I any lack of
but I was not myself. The
lions bad been aware of it as soon as 1
set foot in their cage; and I know it.
As I emerged from the cage Speed
asked me whether I was hurt, and I
,
gasped out that I was not.
"What went wrong?" he persisted.
"Speed, it was one of those seconds
that coma to us, when the faintest
ehadow of indecision settles matters.
Engineers are subject to it at the
throttle, pilots at tlie helm, captains
in battle"
"Men in love," added Speed.
I looked him over in astonishment.
"What's the matter with you?" he
askf d, amused.
e

Presently he beckoned me, steppec
into the moss, and crawled without i
sound straight through the
hollj
thicket.
"Watch here," he whispered. "Couni
p. hundred
when I disappear, ther
creep on your stomach to the edge oi
that bank."
Before I had counted fifty I hear..'
the Lizard cry out, "Bonjour, Trie
Trac!" but 1 counted on, obeying tilt
Lizard's orders as I should wish mint
to, be obeyed. I counted one hundrec
and crept forward to the mossy edg
of the bank, under the yellow beach

leaves.
Below me stood the Lizard, intentl
watching a figure crouched on hands
and knees before a small,
box.
Iron-boun- d

The person addressed as Tric-Tra- c
promptly tried to hide the box by sit
ting down on it.

"Flute!" he snarled. "Like a mud
rat, you creep with no sound e'es;
pas polite, nom d'un nom!"
"What's thlt bcx?" asked the Liz
ard, abruptly.
"Box? I don't see any box."
"You're sitting on it," observed the
Lizard. "What's in it?"
"Don't know," replied
with brisk interest. "I found it."
The Lizard was silent.
"Did you bring me anything 'lc
,
chew on?" inquired
sniffm,;
at the poacher's sack.
"Bread, cheese, three pheasants
cider more than I eat in a week," suit
the Lizard, quietly. "It will cost fort
sous."
He opened his sack and elowly dia
played tho provisions.
I looked hard at the
box
On ono end wa3 printel"the Geneva
cross. Doctor Delmont.-anProfessor
Tavernier had disappeared carrying
Cross funds. Vua that their box?
Tric-Trathe
having devoured
cheese, bread and' art entire pheasant.
Tric-Tra-
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FLOUR

It 's giving you t
a present for do- ing something
you 'd do tiny t
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SILVER
PLATE

ELAUTIFUL
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"

ONE COUPON FROM '
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
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LOCAL NEWS
CAULIFLOWER
CELERY
CUCUMBERS
CARROTS

CHICKENS
1 1

SEALSHIPT OYSTERS
PREMIUM

HAMS

Light automobile lamps
o'clock this evening.

BEETS
TURNIPS
FANCY PEACHES
FANCY PEARS

I

FANCY APPLES

LETTUCE
ONIONS
CABBAGE

FANCY BANANAS

SQUASH
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Jefferson Raynolds, President.
E. D. Raynolds, Vtee President.
fL.'B., Davis, Vice President..
' H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
Hallen Raynolds, CaBhier.
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Capita.l, $100,000 Surplus, and Undivided Profits $35,000
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'Nothing doing around

here

electric lights are
worse Irian pistols and
bull dogs.
"Let's quit while the
quitting is good. "
"

f
.

The annals of crime bear no record
of a wired house ever having been

Let us wire your
burglarized
house for Edison Mazda Lamps.
J9

i
I

"

t

Las Vegas Light &
Power Comnanv

PACKARD

HAS

LAUGH

FOR

1

toe nsumuL

Ve-fia-

r,,

.

EATABLE

Turkeys, Ducks, Springs and Hens

VAUDEVILLE SJARS WHO PLEAS
ED LAS VEGANS LAST YEAR
I
TO SHINE AGAIN '.'

the
clever vaudeville artists who have
been spending their vacation in Las
Vegas, and who will be remembered
as giving a clever entertainment at
the bazaar last fall, have agreed to
furnish the main feature of an entertainment program to be given Tuesday night at the Duncan opera house.
The Catbolic ladies are arranging the

lit UilMr

&
--

STOR.E

ill

A

U

ML

Dovigla--

s

Ave.

DUr AN AUTO DELIVERY WAGON
Inmuram Prompt Dellvcrfe at Minimum Exnenxa
Quick delivery means satisfied customers and more customers whom
you can
satisfy. Durable in construction, leliahle in operation cheaper than i.nrse
po.er

tiff

1
1

-

&

Investigate its merits and obtain full particnlfrs from

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY,

Jigents

THE OLD RELIABLE

BAIN WAGON

r
41

.

i

:

jB,

x

y

Gross, Kelly & Co,
Sole Agents

""KM

and

ISUIL 'SISLI
..Mr.

;!r:

ME

New

J

Think of BOUCHER'S.

GOAT

Sam
York, Oct.
Langford
and Joe Jeannctte, two leading hMmr.
weights, will meet for ten rounds
here tonight to decided which win
box Jack Johnson in Europe next no.
cember. Langford has already been
matcned Witti Johnson, but Jeannette
has been told that a vietorv ovPr tho
Bostonian woul. result in his
being
substituted for the. Johnson bout.

NR. &

3.--

Virginia Sweet Potatoes, Cape
Cod

Cranberries, Celery,

tuce,

Cauliflower,

Grapes,

Seckle

Pearst
Apples,

Let

Pears, Bartlett

California
Delicious

Valley

Inru

Vegetables.
FOR.

SALE Pure apple cider, also
choice hand picked apples; $2.50
Per 100 delivered. J. H. Kelley,
Olive 3621.

(

Fresh Consignment
"Swansdown Cak

,

JACK M GREFVEY

Moving Pictures, Too

Peaches,

Mora

IS

In Their Clever Vaudeville Skit

Concord

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

program.
Mr. and Mrs. McGreevey are popul
ar with Las Vesas people. Their vau
deville act is a winner and haB made
a big hit wherever it has been 2iven. FOR
RENT Comfortably furnished
Prom New York to San Francisco the
room in modern home. 1030
Eighth
McOreeveys have appeared in the best
street.
theaters and they have a book of
press clippings three feet thick.
LOST Between corner of Revpnth
A good program of moving
pictures
and
National and Photoplay, turwill be a part of the program. There
quoise pin. Return to Optic office
will be good music, too.
and receive reward.
.

I

Can

u Money..,,

Y

AT DUNCAN

Mr. and Mrs. Jack McCreevey,

Cranberries and Sweet Potatoes

hevt We

BOUCHER'S

AFTER JOHNSON'S

Salmon, Halibut

623

thi-fai-

AT THE HOME OF

EVERYTHING

Save

1

J.C JOHNSEN&'SON

or Schilling and Sons Pia
nos, which we will sell you
for cash oronnavment nlan
and save you $100.00 easily

rfi.j

Imform You

Js to

;

PIANO

wlti-cism-

OF

f

This Ad

popular.
The live stock exhibit at the fair
The drag that is being used on the was greatly . increased this m,n)
,!,
"u a numner of farmers and""'"1UI
city streets is putting them into good
ranch
came into the city with srtrfin,
erg
condition for travel. A good traffic
al stock. The animaio
packs the road that has been scraped,
there are the best in the
making it smooth and hard.
county and I Opposite the Y. M. C. A.
...
e mstances among the
best in
ij Agents for the Ivers & Pond Pianos
the
state.
The Conley-Chave- z
Although thn
bout that was to
have been fougEt in Denver has been niDited are limited soma of th
postponed until Tuesday night. The est and best bred horses in the state
cause of the change in the date was are competing for the prizes.
TALENTED ACfOHS
it was announced mrw hi
that Conley asEed for more time on
that on account, nf
account of prior condition.
the speed program at Amusement
HERE TO JOIN LUB1N
park
Among the visitors in the city to "aa oeen given up but'the committees
in charge stated this
noon that the
day were many farmers and ranchers
who have come in to attend the coun program would be given
exactly as MR. AND MRS. JACK ELLIS MAKE
ty fair. The city streets were more """,UBa w"n the exception of the
FIRST APPEARANCE IN MOVcrowded today than for the past sev- roping contests which are contrary to
ING PICTURES
state
law. The horse races
eral months.
The fair will be open
and oth-e- r
features went off in great style this Mr. and Mrs.
tonight for all visitors.
Jack Ellis, arrive i
afternoon and nleaseri o
UUWU. Las Vegas last night from New OrThe
C. H. Stewart, an advertising spe
cowpunchers and rough riders leans, La.( to enter the emnlov
nf tho
cialist,' has entered the employ
of irom the different ranches.
o.. 40.3 Lubin New Mexico
u.i
Motion
Pictnrp
The Optic. He will have charge of Vegas came in to the citv
company under the direction of Ro- the ' advertising department.
Mr. all ready to pull off the fancy stunts mame
Fielding Mr. Ellis this mnrn.
at
the park. They did Mellon t m
Stewart is authorized to receive ad
ing started work and aDDearerf in
ia
the
line
of riding broncos and in number of the scenes
vertisements and jbb work. Being an
that were tak
experienced ad man, he will assist the relay race.
en today. He will continu in thi
The
fair has been a success and the work
patrons of the paper In writing catchy
each day and Mrs. Ellis also win
advertisements, if they desire his larmers are greatly pleased with it appear in the
pictures.
The
aid. Mr. Stewart also will look af
committees In charge are grateMr. and Mrs. Ellis have been
playful to those
ter the collections.
r
assisting in making
ing in New Orleans and are well
a success.
known In the theatrical world. Mrs.
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, president
Wilis goes by the name
of Inez Lyof the New Mexico Normal Univer
man on the stage. Mr. anri Mr. mu
sity, left this afternoon for a three'
have played
roles in such pro
weeks' trip over several states where
A ductions as leading
"The Third Degree,"
he will visit universities and colleges
"The Squaw Man," "The Concert"
and deliver speeches. Dr. Roberts
and "The Prince Chap" and numerous
will stop at Raton tonight and attend
umeis ana have made great hits.
a teachers' meeting. He will visit
Mr. Fielding considers himaoif
.
Denver,
Colo.,
Greeley,
Laramie,
iuuco m securing this couple. Mr
Wyo., and Idaho Falls, Ida. He will
Fielding and Mr. Ellis worked togethYO
deliver an address before' a large
er a number of years ago in New
York
educational meeting that is to be held
in theatricals and it was
this
through
the
at
latter place from the twelfth
WHO WILL OPEN acquaintance that Mr. and Mrs El lis
to the seventeenth of this month. He CARTOONIST
were secured for the Lubin
New MexLYCEUM SEASON IS A MAN
will return to Las Veeas hv th wav
ico company.
OF
HUMOR
of Salt Lake City and Denver, aria
Alton. Packard, the famous cartoun-is- t
expects to be at home again about
and humorist who appears at the
GOOD PROGRAM
October 22s
PROVIDED
Duncan opera house as the first atColumbus, O.. Oct. 3. Thn n
traction
in the Y. M. c. A.
THE LAST LECTURE
lyceum tion of the Buckeye trotting stake for
The last of the series of lectures course, has been declared by the $5,000, the champion
pacing stake for
many thousands who have heard him $3,000, and
s
roi- - the benefit of the Las
three class events tn00
I givenhosriital
as
the
master
of the art of entwin up the
will li nrespntPfl Mon
program that officials in
ing.
cnarge of the Grand Circuit
day night by Dr. Jacob Landau, rabbi
His
fun is rare because it ia
of Temple Montefiore, who will speak
Uie local driving nark-- fare tn
t,;..
nal and spontaneous. His cartoons
on. "The Holy Land."
arternoon.
The course has been excellent are worth going far to see. He makes
his audience laugh and force thni,- throughout, and many delightful lectures htive'boeri'given. Dr. Landau has worries with his fresh, clean
Re caricatures their follies N
prepared ah 'excellent work for his
lecture Monday night and it will be until they are ready to forsake him
and then, adds a touch of fine sentiinteresting to the extreme.
The tickets for this lecture will be ment, leaving them in an elevated
placed on sale tomorrow and a large irame of mind.
The people of Las Vegas have In
attendance is expected at the Duncan
Packard
a fine opportunity to reany
opera house Monday night.
24
4
enjoy themselves such as perhaps
will not pass this way in
many a day.
The tickets for the
WILL
U'GiiEEVYES
PUT
general public
are on sale at the Y. M. C. A. buildGood Things to Eat?
ing.

ON SHOW

BEST

1

N

Plooes

THE

At the Lowest Prt vailing Prices

t.
iaati.u

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

1

music.
worth 10, 15, 25,
tfo and uoc each.

Miss Bunch, who has charge
of this department, will play
any of this music for you
on our Celebrated

Ki

Have

Most Compleie Lint of
BLANKETS AND COMFORTS
We

iaa

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

iillill

for choice
e n a
I J U u

U

JRE

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS. X.

ml

f sheets
ZZ of

CABLE-NELSO-

r,i

I

w

A

5

'ffn

U

Piay (or several hours during
tne evening, and a large crowd
undoubtedly will be nresent.

Air.

'

JI1Y SPECIALS
r

BY ALL MEANS

MIDI

SATURDAY

Last night and today uroved to h
Mrs. Ben Lewis last night received
news of the death of her sister, Mrs mobt successful occasions for thB
B. Hursch of St. Louis.
Mrs. Hursch county fair. The attendance at the $1
died in that city yesterday morning aimory last night was large and the $
exhibits greatlv nleasArt th
Finch's Golden Wedding ny ageJ The exhibits were all in place last
s
in wood. Direct from the distiHery nifent and arranged in a pleasing way.
The
woman's
deDartrrmnt
to yon. At the Lbby, of course.
FiuiCU IU f,
oe tne most

learns Store
jm

IS

MANY

Saturday morning 10 o'clock at the
city pound a buckskin mare with bal J
face, and a bay colt will be auctioned.
Ben Coles, City Marshal. Adv.

The Last of the Season

1913.

3,

Mr. and Mrs. M. M. Booth are the
MANY HANDSOME
EXHIBITS OF
proud parents of a baby girl born to
SAN MIGUEL PRODUCTS
them Wednesday.
ARE SHOWN
The Royal Neighbors of America
will hold their regular
meeting to
The winners of prizes will be
night at the W. o. W. hall. A full
announced
tonight at the
attendance Is desired. .
fair. The Simison orchestra will

sweet potatoes

m

FAIR

ISITED

6:27

Try a dram or Old Taylor Bourbon
at the Opera Bar.
Adv.

;tomatoes

FANCY GRAPES

at

OCTOBER

"

OPERA HOUSE
TUESDAY
EVENING,

OCT.

7

Flour."

!

LADIES

ADMISSION, 25 Centn

BOUCHEP''
"THE STCSE THAT SUITS"

AUSPICES v CATHOLIC

j

EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS
OPTIC

